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Susan S. Silverman Term expires 1998
Joan Knight Term expires 1999




William N. Prigge Term expires 1998
TOWN CLERK - TAX COLLECTOR










Winston A Wright, Chairman Term expires 2000
Janice Anderson Term expires 1998
Winthrop Brown, II Term expires 1999
Carl J. Hagstrom, III Term expires 1999
Reino M. Lilback Term expires 2000
John Tommila Term expires 2003
TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS
Curtis T. Hamilton Term expires 1998
Daniel Baker Term expires 1999
June E. Parker Term expires 2000
TOWN OFFICERS ( Cont. )
TRUSTEES OF THE LIBRARY
Patricia Shuster Term expires 1998
Robin Marra Term expires 1999
Robert B. Ritchie Term expires 2000





Katherine Metzger Term expires 1998
Barbara H. Richardson Term expires 1998
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER
Chrysten Starrett Term expires 2000
EDUCATION COMMITTEE
Betty Vandersluis Term expires 1998
Debbie Jackson Term expires 1998
John Tommila Term expires 1998




SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Emeline Angier Term expires 1998
Carole Krunklevich Term expires 2000
Chrysten Starrett Term expires 2002
COMMISSIONERS OF
PLANTE MEMORIAL PARK
Robert W. Dunton Term expires 1998
Kenneth A. Dunton Term expires 1998
Mark Dunton Term expires 1998






Edwin O. Mattson, Jr.
FIRE WARPS
Robert Jackson Term expires 1998
William N. Prigge Term expires 1999




Kenneth Dunton Term expires 1998
Robert Dunton Term expires 1999
Mark Dunton Term expires 2000
CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER
Cal Linkenhoker
LAND USE ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Jody L. Hartwell
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Robert Anderson, Chairman Term expires 1999
Edward Saari, Vice-Chair Term expires 2000
Quentin Jones Term expires 1999
Kerry Gagne Term expires 1999
Daniel Baker Term expires 1998
PLANNING BOARD
Terry Silverman, Chairman Term expires 2000
James Snell, Vice-Chair Term expires 1999
Paul Grasewicz Term expires 1998
Robin Haynes Term expires 2000
Macreay J. handy Term expires 1999
Joan McLaughlin Term expires 1998
TOWN OFFICERS ( Cont. )
CONSERVATION COMMTSSTON
Fred M. Slavic Term expires 2001
Rosalind W. Slavic Terni expires 200
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Paul Kotila Term expires 200
Chrysten Starrett Terni expires 2000
Robin Haynes Term expires 2000

















Wayne Kassotis, Chairman Term expires 2001
Janet Meattey Term expires 2000
Lola Grab Term expires 2000
James Parison Term expires 1999
Carey Bluhm Term expires 200
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BEACH COMMITTEE
Michael Grab Janet Meatty
Chrysten Starrett Susan S. Silverman
Terry Silverman Peter Thompson
USEFUL INFORMATION
Hours & Phone Numbers
Office of Selectmen 585-7723
PC Box 725




Monday & Friday 9 :00 am - 1 2 :00 noon
Tuesday & Thursday 2 :00 pm - 5 :00 pm
Wednesday 6:00 pm- 8:00 pm
Selectmen Meet: Wed. 7:00 pm
Town ClerkATax Collector's Office Hours
Monday & Friday 8








Land Use Office 585-7723
Plaiming Board, Zoning Board of Adjustment
Historic District Commission
PO Box 46
Monday & Friday 9:00 am - 12 noon
Tuesday & Thursday 2 :00 pm - 5 :00 pm
Wednesday evening 6:00 pm - 8:00 pm
Police Department
















2 :00 pm -5:00 pm
6:00 pm - 8:00 pm
2:00 pm -5:00 pm
9:00 am - 12:00 noon
2:00 pm -5:00 pm
6:00 pm - 8:00 pm
9:00 am - 12:00 noon
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT 1998
To the inhabitants of the Town of Fitzwilliam, in the
County of Cheshire, in said State, qualified to vote in
town affairs, you are hereby notified to meet at the Town
Hall in said Fitzwilliam on Tuesday, the tenth day of
March next at seven (7:00) o'clock in the afternoon to act
on the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1. To bring in your votes for the election of
one Selectman for three years; one Treasurer for three
years; one Town Clerk-Tax Collector for three years; one
Fireward for three years; one Moderator for 2 years; one
Supervisor of the Checklist for 6 years; two Plarming
Board Members for three years, one Cemetery
Commissioner for three years; one Trustee of the Library
for three years; one Trustee of the Trust Funds for three
years; two Budget Committee Members for three years
and three Commissioners of Plante Memorial Park for
one year.
ARTICLE 2. ( BY BALLOT ) To bring in your votes
concerning a change in filing date for an elderly
exemption as provided for in the new R.S.A. 72: 33-b:
"Shall we adopt the August 1 prior to the setting of the
tax rate as the date for filing for an elderly exemption
from the property tax?"
YES I I NO I I
Polls will open not later than 2:00 p.m. and close not
earlier than 7:00 p.m. or such later time as shall be
authorized by vote of the town.
ARTICLE 3 . To hear and act upon the reports of
Agents, Committees and Officers, heretofore chosen.
ARTICLE 4. To see if the town will vote to appoint
the Little Monadnock V.F.W. Post 10289 to have charge
of the Memorial Day exercises, or take any action
thereon.
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ARTICLE 5. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $25,000 to paint the Town Hall
and finance said appropriation by withdrawing $7,000
and accumulated interest fi-om the Capital Reserve Fund
created by ARTICLE #18 at the 1996 Annual Meeting,
$10,000 from December 31, 1997 umeserved fund
balance representing funds from ARTICLE #6 at the
1997 Annual Meeting and the balance to be raised by
taxation, or take any action thereon. This appropriation
shall be non-lapsing, and may be encumbered by the
selectmen for up to 4 years. (Recommended by Budget
Committee; Recommended by Board of Selectmen )
ARTICLE 6. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $ 4,000 to repair the striker on the
Town Hall Clock , or take any action thereon. This
appropriation shall be non-lapsing and may be
encumbered by the selectmen for up to 4 years.
(Not Recommended by Budget Committee;
Recommended by Board of Selectmen )
ARTICLE 7. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $15,000 to replace the windows in
the upper hall of the Town Hall, or take any action
thereon. This appropriation shall be non-lapsing and
may be encumbered l^ the selectmen for up to 4 years.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee;
$20,000 Recommended by Board of Selectmen )
ARTICLE 8. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $130,500 to repair and maintain
(including but not limited to paving and ditching) roads,
or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Budget
Committee; Recommended by Board of Selectmen )
ARTICLE 9. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $15,000 for improvements to
Plante Memorial Park, or take any action thereon. This
appropriation shall be non-lapsing and may be
encumbered by the selectmen for up to 4 years.




ARTICLE 10. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the siun of $13,000 to purchase a chipper for
use by the Highway Department, or take any action on
thereon. ( Recommended by Budget Committee;
Recommended by Board of Selectmen
)
ARTICLE 11. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $5,200 to construct a skateboard
park and volleyball area adjacent to the pole bam at the
Town Recreation Area, or take any action on thereon.
This appropriation shall be non-lapsing and may be
encumbered by the selectmen for up to 4 years.
( Recommended by Budget Committee; Recommended by
Board of Selectmen
)
ARTICLE 12. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the simi of $40,000 for the installation of a
new platform lift for the physically challenged, at the
Town Hall, or take any action on thereon. This
appropriation shall be non-lapsing and may be
encumbered by the selectmen for up to 4 years.
(Recommended by Budget Committee; Recommended by
Board of Selectmen
ARTICLE 13. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $2,000 to sui^rt the operation of
Meadowood Coimty Area Fire Department, or take any
action thereon. (Recommended by Budget Committee;
Reconmiended by Board of Selectmen
)
ARTICLE 14. To see if the town will vote to authorize
the Board of Selectmen to negotiate, on behalf of the
town, for the purpose of aggregating the purchase of
electric power, or take any action thereon.
( Recommended by Budget Committee; Recommended by
Board of Selectmen
ARTICLE 15. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $2000 to pay for certain studies of
electric profiles within the town ( indicating the varying
electric demand throughout the day ) in fiirtherance of
-the possible aggregation of the town's and its residents'
and businesses' electric loads when deregulation of the
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electric industry occurs in the State of New Hampshire,
or take any action thereon. ( Recommended by Budget
Committee; Recommended by Board of Selectmen
)
ARTICLE 16. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the simi of $15,000 to be added to the Capital
Reserve Fund created by ARTICLE #17 at the Annual
Meeting of 1995 for the reassessment of the town, or take
any action thereon. (Recommended by Budget
Committee, Recommended by Board of Selectmen
)
ARTICLE 17. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $10,000 to create an Expendable
Trust Fund, under the provisions of RSA 31:19a, for a
town water/sewer study and further name the Board of
Selectmen as agents to expend, or take any action
thereon. (Recommended by Budget Committee;
Recommended by Board of Selectmen
)
ARTICLE 18. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $5,000 to create a Capital Reserve
Fund, under the provisions of RSA 35:1, for constuction
of a garage at the Public Safety Building, or take any
action thereon.
( Not recommended by Budget Committee;
Recommended by Board of Selectmen
ARTICLE 19. Toseeif the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $8000 to be added to the Capital
Reserve Fund created by ARTICLE #15 of the 1995
Annual Meeting to purchase and equip a vehicle for the
Police Department, or take any action thereon.
( Recommended by Budget Committee; Recommended by
Board of Selectmen
)
ARTICLE 20. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $10,000 to be added to the Capital
Reserve Fund created by ARTICLE #11 at the Annual
Meeting of 1969 for the purchase of a fire department
vehicle, or take any action thereon.
( Recommended by Budget Committee; Recommended by
Board of Selectmen
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ARTICLE 21. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $10,000 to create a Capital
Reserve Fund, under the provisions of RSA 35:1, for the
purchase of an ambulance for use by the Fire
Department, or take any action thereon.
( Recommended by Budget Committee; Recommended by
Board of Selectmen
)
ARTICLE 22. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $5,000 to be added to the Capital
Reserve Fund created by ARTICLE #14 at the Annual
Meeting of 1995 for the re-construction of the tennis
courts, or take any action thereon. ( Not recommended
by Budget Committee; Not recommended by Board of
Selectmen
)
ARTICLE 23. To hear the report of the Budget
Committee, and pass any vote in relation thereon.
ARTICLE 24. To see if the Town will vote to increase
the size of the Board of Library Trustees from three
members to five members, to serve staggered 3 year
terms, with the selectmen appointing the additional
members to serve until the Annual Meeting of 1999 or
until their successors are chosen, or take any action
thereon.
ARTICLE 25. To see if the town will vote to form an
Industrial and Commercial Development Committee to
promote commercial and industrial development within
the Town. The committee to consist of seven members -
five at large members to be appointed by the Board of
Selectmen to serve three year staggered terms; one
member from the Board of Selectmen; one member from
the Plarming Board, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 26. ( By Petition ) To see if the town will
vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to reclass the
portion of Scott Pond Road the so called "causeway"
which is approximately 275' to a class 5 (five) road or
any class which the Town will be authorized to maintain
or take any action thereon.
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ARTICLE 27. ( By Petition ) To see if the Town will
vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to request the
Stale of New Hampshire to remove the sign on Route 12
north, just south of Junction 119 across from the
Fitzwilliam Post Office, that reads: "Fitzwilliam Village
Business District - Next Left" and erect a sign in the
same spot that reads: "Historic Fitzwilliam - Next Left".
There would be no cost to the Town of Fitzwilliam.
Signs of this nature are white legend/brown background;
Recreation-Cultural Interest signs. They are provided by
the State of New Hampshire upon requests from the
Town of Fitzwilliam Representatives.
ARTICLE 28. To see if the town will vote to authorize
the Board of Selectmen to trade, sell or otherwise dispose
of any unusable vehicles or equipment of any of the
departments of the town, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 29. To see if the town will vote to authorize
the Board of Selectmen to accept, on behalf of the town,
gifts, legacies, and devises made to the town in trust for
any public purpose, as permitted by RSA 31:19, or take
any action thereon.
ARTICLE 30. To see if the town will vote to authorize
the Board of Selectmen to accept the dedication of any
street shown on a subdivision plat by the Planning Board,
provided that such street has been constructed in
accordance with the approval of the subdivision plat by
the Planning Board and has been constructed in
accordance with a^q^licable town specifications as
determined by the Board of Selectmen or their agent, or
take any action thereon.
GIVEN UNDER our hands this 1 1th day of February in
ninety-eight.ir of our Lor^nineteen hundred and
^. 5mas F. PanST
^^^ BOARD OF SELECTMEN
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The afternoon meeting opened at 2PM Moderator
William Prigge. He asked for a motion to vote on Article
2 at the evening meeting at 7PM. Motion was by
Winston Wright and seconded. Winston Wright was
Moderator Pro Tern for the afternoon. Voting on Articles
1 & 3 started immediately. First voter Caroline Lilback.
Voted to close the polls at 7PM.
ARTICLE!. Election ofTown Officers
SELECTMEN












* ELECTED TO OFFICE
The evening meeting opened at 7:00PM by Moderator
WiUiam Prigge. The Boy & Girl Scouts had the parade
of colors and we saluted the flag, followed by a prayer
by Rev. Lynda Tolton of the Fitzwilliam Community
Church. Bill asked for the waiver of reading of the entire
warrant. So moved.
Joan Knight spoke about Jean Auperin filling out the
term of Bill Davis. Joan said that they would like to
thank him for his service.
ARTICLE 2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $250,000 for the purchase of land
and buildings owned by Treat and Legg as shown on Tax
Map 20, Lot 16 and Tax Map 20, Lot 16-01 of the Tax
Maps of the Town of Fitzwilliam, said appropriation to
be paid for by authorizing the selectmen to issue bonds or
notes in the amount of $150,000 for three year(s)
requiring $50,000 of the principal to be paid each year
commencing one year from date of issue with terms and
conditions they deem to be in the best interest of the town
and the remaining $100,000 to come fi-om current tax
revenues, further provided that in the event all said real
estate is not necessary for the operation of the town
beach/recreation area, to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to adjust lot lines of said lots and to sell
whatever portion of the land and buildings as are not
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1997 MEETING MINUTES (Cont'd)
necessary for town purposes and to apply the net
proceeds from any such sale to the reduction of the
town's indebtedness on the bonds or notes executed in
connection with the original purchase of this property, or
take any action thereon. The polls were open for 1 hour
to vote on this article. The results of the voting were:
YES 48 NO 121
This article was defeated.
ARTICLE 3. (BY BALLOT). "Shall we modify the
elderly exemptions from property tax in the Town of
Fitzwilliam, based on assessed value, for qualified
taxpayers, to be as follows: for a person 65 years of age
up to 75 years, $12,500; for a person 75 years of age up
to 80 years, $25,000; for a person 80 years of age or
older. $50,000. To qualify, the person must have been a
New Hampshire resident for at least 5 years, own the real
estate individually or jointly, or if the real estate is owned
by such person's spouse, they must have been married for
at least 5 years. In addition, the taxpayer must have a
net income of not more than $20,000 or, if married, a
combined net income of less than $25,000; and own net
assets not in excess of $50,000 excluding the value of the
person's residence."
YES 245 NO 34
ARTICLE 4 . To hear and act upon the reports of
Agents, Committees and Officers, heretofore chosen.
Susan Silverman made a motion to accept the reports as
written and it was seconded. John Tommila spoke about
the School meeting on Saturday March 15, 1997 at
10AM for deliberation; Wednesday, March 19, 1997 for
discussion; and then April 8 for voting at the Town Hall
in Fitzwilliam. Recognize appreciation to Elizabeth
Massin for serving as Clerk for the School District.
Eleanor Vanderhaegen spoke about Earth Day to be held
on .^ril 19*. Voted to accept reports as written.
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1997 MEETING MINUTES (Cont'd)
ARTICLE 5. To see if the town will vote to appoint a
committee to have charge of the Memorial Day exercises,
or take any action thereon.
Joan Knight voted to have a Memorial Day Committee.
Thanks to the committee that worked last year, Lola
Grab, Robin Haynes and Catherine Favreau. Selectmen
to appoint the committee. Voted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 6. Voted to raise and appropriate the smn
of $17,000 to paint the Town Hall and finance said
appropriation by withdrawing $7,000 from the Capital
Reserve Fund created by ARTICLE #18 at the 1996
Aimual Meeting and $10,000 to come from current tax
revenues, or take any action thereon. Passed as written.
ARTICLE 7. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $ 5,900 to install an addition to
the exhaust extraction system in the Public Safety
Building (for the purpose of removing diesel exhaust
fumes). Winston Wright made a motion and it was
seconded to amend this article to raise and appropriate
the sum of $11,800 to purchase two exhaust systems.
Voted in the affirmative on the amendment.
ARTICLE 8. Voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $21,722 to purchase and equip a vehicle for the Police
Department, said appropriation to be funded by
withdrawing $10,000 from the Capital Reserve Fund
created by ARTICLE #15 of the 1995 Annual Meeting
and added to with ARTICLE #20 of the 1996 Annual
Meeting and $11,722 to come out of current tax
revenues. Article passed.
ARTICLE 9. Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
$101,493 to repair and maintain (including, but not
limited to, paving and ditching) roads.
Edwin Mattson, Jr. made a motion to pass the article and
it was seconded.
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ARTICLE 10. Voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $26,000 for repairs and maintenance to the
Rhododendron Road. (This will be paid over to the State
of New Hampshire who will add $50,200 ahd do this
repair and maintenance).
Edwin Mattson Jr. made motion to pass article as written
and it was seconded. Majority of work will be done t^
the State. Voted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 11. Wayne Kassotis made a motion to amend
this article to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the smn of $6,000 to be used as a land search
fund to locate a suitable location for a town beach and to
authorize the Selectmen to appoint a committee
including one member of each the Planning Board,
Conservation Commission, Recreation Committee, Board
of Selectmen and one member at large from the public to
report back to the town meeting with recommendations
and/or findings at the 1998 Town Meeting. Motion
passed as amended.
ARTICLE 12. Joan Knight made a motion to amend
this article to see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $8,000 to renovate the Public
Safety Building (rest-rooms and kitchen) to bring it into
compliance with ADA guidelines. Article passed as
amended.
ARTICLE 13. Susan Silverman made a motion and it
was seconded to raise and appropriate the sirni of $2,000
to support the operation of Meadowood County Area Fire
Department. Article passed as written.
ARTICLE 14. Joan Knight made a motion and it was
seconded to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 to
be added to the Capital Reserve Fund created by
ARTICLE #17 at the Annual Meeting of 1995 for the
reassessment of the Town. Article passed as written.
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ARTICLE 15. Captain Robert Jackson made a motion
to amend this article to raise and appropriate the sum of
$10,000 to add to the Capital Reserve Fimd created by
ARTICLE #11 of the Annual Meeting of 1969 for the
purchase of a Fire Department vehicle. Article passed as
amended. Poll of the house vote resulted in:
YES 63 and NO 37.
ARTICLE 16 Edwin Mattson made a motion and it was
seconded to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500 to
create a Capital Reserve Fund for the acquisition of a
fork lift for use at the Transfer Station. Article passed as
written.
ARTICLE 17. To hear the report of the Budget
Committee, and pass any vote in relation thereto.
Chairman Thomas Parker made a motion to pass a
budget of $ 1,262,847.00 Article passed.
ARTICLE 18. Carl Hagstrom made a motion to amend
this article and it was seconded. To see if the Town will
vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to convey an
easement to Richard and Beverly Bagster and C. Gonyou
over a portion of land owned by the Town situated at the
Depot Common for the purposes of installing a drainage
line to run southerly from the Bagster/Gonyou premises
roughly parallel to the easterly line of Depot Road and
East Lake Koad and to terminate at the highway surface
water drain situated on the east side of the East Lake
Road roughly opposite the front entrance to the present
Depot General Store, and to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to provide for such terms and conditions in
granting of said easement as will preserve and protect the
Depot Common property in the best interest of the Town.
Article passed as amended
ARTICLE 19. Edwin Mattson Jr. made a motion and it
was seconded to authorize the Board of Selectmen to
deed to the State of New Hampshire an easement at the
boat landing as shown on Tax Map 21, Lot 05 of the tax
maps of the Town of Fitzwilliam, if it is deemed in the
26
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best interests of the Town of Fitzwilliam to do so. Article
passed with the change of "easement" and not a "deed".
ARTICLE 20. (BY PETITION) Mr. Fred Slavic made
a motion and it was seconded to see if the Towa will vote
to designate that portion of Rockwood Pond Road which
begins at the Rhododendron Road and ends at the
crossing of the former railroad right-of-way at the
Rockwood Pond Dam, as a scenic road under the
authorization and provisions of RSA 231:157 and RSA
23 1 : 158. Article was defeated. Poll of the House:
YES 27 NO 34
ARTICLE 21. Joan Knight made a motion and it was
seconded to see if the Town wishes to amend the existing
agreement with the Internal Revenue Service under
Section 218 of the Social Security Act, by excluding the
services performed t^ election workers for a calendar
year in which the remuneration paid for such service is
less that $1,000 until the amended agreement is modified
or rescinded. Article passed.
ARTICLE 22L Robin Marra made a motion and it was
seconded to see if the Town will vote to adopt the
provisions of RSA 202-A:4-d authorizing the library
trustees to accept gifts of personal property, other than
money, which may be offered to the library for any public
purpose, provided, however, that no acceptance of
personal property by the library trustees shall be deemed
to bind the town or the library trustees to raise,
appropriate or expend any public fimds for the operation,
maintenance, repair or replacement of such personal
property. Article passed.
ARTICLE 23. Jane Wright made a motion and it was
seconded to see if the Town will vote to rescind the vote
on Article #14 of the 1903 Annual Meeting of the Town
of Fitzwilliam requiring the Tax Collector "to fimiish the
Selectmen at the close of each fiscal year the names and
amounts of all unpaid taxes and that the Selectmen cause
the same to be printed in the annual report". Article was
defeated
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ARTICLE 24. Susaa Silverman made a motioii and it
was seconded to see if the town will vote to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to trade, sell or otherwise dispose of
any unusable vehicles or equipment of any of the
departments of the town, or take any action thereon.
Article Passed
ARTICLE 25. Joan Knight made a motion and it was
seconded. To see if the town will vote to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to accept, on behalf of the town,
gifts, legacies, and devises made to the town in trust for
public purpose, as permitted by RSA 31:19, or take any
action thereon. Voted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 26. Joan Knight made a motion and it was
seconded. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to accept the dedication of any street
shown on a subdivision plat by the Planning Board,
provided that such street has been constructed in
accordance with the approval of the subdivision plat by
the Planning Board and has been constructed in
accordance with applicable town specifications as
determined t^ the Board of Selectmen or their agent, or
take any action thereon. Voted in the affirmative.
Meeting adjourned at 10:45PM. Elected officials were





BOARD OF SELECTMEN'S 1997 ANNUAL
REPORT
The Board of Selectmen extend a sincere thank
you to all who have served the town in 1997 on various
boards and committees. Your involvement and
participation provides us with needed citizen input and
contributes to a greater sense of community. We also
extend our thanks to all our town department heads,
employees and volunteers for doing an excellent job
providing the town with the services we have all come to
expect.
Due to a lack of participation, we did not hold
any Memorial Day events this past year. We have had an
ofifer from the Little Monadnock V.F.W. Post 10289 to
take charge of the Memorial Day exercises and we have
placed this request on the 1998 Warrant for you to vote
on.
Fitzwilliam ended 1997 in very good shape
with no long term debt and a healthy surplus. The Board
of Selectmen chose to use enough of this surplus to
reflect the rather small 2.5% increase in the town portion
ofyour 1997 tax bill. The total tax base in Fitzwilliam is
now $119,826,250 , with 1900 parcels and 12960 acres
in current use. Our equalization ration percentage
remains at 119%. The amount raised by taxes this past
year was $3,269,223. Tax rates for 1997 and recent
years are broken down as follows:
1997 1996 1995
TOWN
SELECTMEN'S REPORT 1997 (cont)
important for the future growth of our emergency
services departments.
Unfortunately we were unable to complete the
painting of the town hall due to our contractor defaulting
on the project. We have carried this money forward and
will need to add to it in order to complete the project in
1998 and return the town hall to its original beauty. The
town decided not to purchase and develop a beach
property, but did form a stucfy committee that has been
hard at work researching an appropriate site for a town
beach. Efforts to have the State of New Hampshire take
over and maintain the boat landing on Laurel Lake have
so far been imsuccessfiil. According to their engineer,
the State would take this on but want off road parking.
We are still waiting for a decision.
The Board of Selectmen would like to address
some chronic problems with the town hall this year and
will be asking for your support to repair the second story
windows. Many are losing their panes of glass simply
because they are so far gone. In addition, since we all
like to use the town hall for annual meeting, elections
and school functions, we are recommending that we
install a platform lift to make the second floor more
accessible for anyone who has trouble with the stairs.
The "chair" is really not an adequate solution and does
not meet with the federal guidelines for accessibility.
We are pleased to report that the town did
prevail on the C.R. Bard tax assessment case and the
lawsuit with Troy and the Monadnock Regional School
District over the fimding formula. This issue has been
petitioned to be on the school warrant again this year
with a 50%-50% split that woiJd be even more
devastating for Fitzwiiliam taxpayers than the previous
formula that was defeated. It is vital that everyone turn
out to vote down this article.
The town still faces two legal cases that remain
unresolved. First, the suit brought by Woodbrook
Condominiums demanding the town pay condo fees on
the lots taken by tax deed. Second, the suit brought by
the Broken Stone Corp. involving the development of the
Olsen-Seppala quarry land The land was returned to the
owners in September under a decision by the State
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Supreme Court negating the tax deed the town had taken
in 1993. The Board of Selectmen were in the process of
negotiating a settlement when negotiations were broken
offby the Olson estate late in the fall of 1997.
After two years and many hundreds of hours of
work, the House Numbering Committee completed the
enormous task of renumbering the Town. We had a
number of scheduled dates for residents to pick up their
numbers and they are available in our office during
normal business hours. We will have additional pick-ups
this summer for our seasonal residents.
The Board of Selectmen has worked with the
Planning Board to do some long range plaiming for
Fitzwilliam. The Five Year Capital Improvements
Program is in draft form and when finished will become
a useful tool for long term budgeting of Capital projects
and purchases. In addition, we have worked with the
Road Agent to establish a comprehensive plan for road
maintenance and repair for all the roads in Fitzwilliam,
based in part on a road survey done by U.N.H. This will
become an important plarming tool to make sure we do a
comprehensive job of maintaining the roads we have
repaired and getting around to those we haven't.
In a continuing effort to keep residents better
informed, we have placed copies of our meeting minutes
at the Fitzwilliam library and have a regular column in
the Fitzwilliam newsletter every month. We would like
to thank the newsletter staff for printing our updates on
town business.
We encourage you all to become active in your
community in some way this year. Thank you for the
opportunity to serve Fitzwilliam.
Respectfully submitted,




CORRECTIONS TO THE 1996 ANNUAL REPORT
The following are corrections to the 1996
Annual Report for the Town of Fitzwilliam:
> Map 30 Lot 01 was incorrectly reported to have
transferred from Marion L. Russell to Raymond Russell.
Marion L. Russell is the owner of this property.
> Map 15 Lot 45 owned by John & Joanne Kesses
contained an error in acreage. The total acres are 12.04 .
> Map 24 Lot 03-01 was incorrectly reported to have
transferred from Arthur Rousseau to Donald E. and Lois
G.Ray.
Retirement party for Catherine Favreau
and Frances Hallett.
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Certified Public Accountants
45 Morket Street




To the Board of Selectmen
Town of Fitzwilliam, New Hampshire
We have audited the general purpose fmancial statements of the Town of Fitzwilliam, New
Hampshire as of and for the year ended December 31,1 997, and have issued our report thereon dated
January 14, 1998.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those
standards require that we plan and f)erform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
general purpose fmancial statements are free of material misstatement.
The management of the Town of Fitzwilliam, New Hampshire is responsible for establishing and
maintaining an internal control structure. In fijlfiUing this responsibility, estimates and judgments by
management are required to assess the expected benefits and related costs of internal control structure
policies and procedures. The objectives of an internal control structure are to provide management with
reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or
disposition, and that transactions are executed in accordance with management's authorization and
recorded properly to permit the preparation of general purpose fmancial statements in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles. Because of inherent limitations in any internal control
structure, errors or irregularities may nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also, projection of any
evaluation of the structure to future periods is subject to the risk that procedures may become inadequate
because of changes in conditions or that the effectiveness of the design and o(>eration of policies and
procedures may deteriorate.
In planning and performing our audit of the general purpose financial statements of the Town of
Fitzwilliam, New Hampshire for the year ended December 31, 1997, we obtained an imderstanding of the
internal control structure. With respect to the internal control structure, we obtained an understanding of
the design of relevant policies and procedures and whether they have been placed in operation, and we
assessed control risk in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our
opinion on the general purpose financial statements and not to provide an opinion on the internal control
structure. Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all matters in
the internal control structure that might be material weaknesses under standards established by the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. A material weakness is a condition in which the
design or operation of one or more of the internal control structure elements does not reduce to a
relatively low level the risk that errors and irregularities in amoimts that would be material in relation to
the general purpose financial statements being audited may occur and not be detected within a timely
period by employees in the normal course of performing their assigned functions. We noted no matters
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involving the internal control structure and its operation that we consider to be material weaknesses as
defined above.
However, we noted certain matters involving the internal control structure and its operation that
we have reported to the management of the Town of Fitzwilliam, New Hampshire in a separate letter
dated January 14, 1998.
This report is intended for the information of management and the Board of Selectmen.





For the Year 1997
Property Taxes Conitted
Land Use Change Tax
Yield Taxes Coiiitted
Interest 4 Penalties on Taxes
Other Taxes
Total







Business Licenses k Periils
Rotor Vehicle Periit Fees
Building Periits







INTERGGVERNJENTAL REVENDES - STATE
Shared Revenue
Highfay Block Grant
State k Federal Forest Land
Heals/Roois Distribution







REVENOE FROI CHARGES FOR SERVICE
Incoie froi Departients
Other Charges - Police Special Detaili
Total
IISCEILANEOUS REVENOES








For the Year 1997
Interest on Investients 37,472
Fines k Forfeits 2,387
Insurance DividendslReiiburseients 25,689
Rents of Property 285
Other llisc. Sources not otherwise classified 5,772
Total J 91.519
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN
Transfer froi Trust & Agency Funds 6,792
Transfer froi Capital Reserve Funds 11,111
Total 16.792
TOTAL REVENUES FROI ALL SOURCES S 3. 871. 915
FUND BALANCE lANUART 1, 1997 416. 83i




Election, Registration & Vital Statistics 15,766
Financial Adiinistration 47,484
Revaluation of Property li^*^
Legal Expenses 56,161
Planning and Zoning 15,123
General Governient Buildings 27,331
Ceieteries 15,872
Insurance not Othervise Allocated 51,559
PUBLIC SAFETY
Police Departient $ 174,151
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General Hijhway Departient 392,583
Street Lighting 11.4»ij
SAIIITATIQH











Other Culture and Recreation 488
ECONOMIC DEVELQPIEHT
Industrial k Coiiercial Developient Coiaittee I
DEBT SERVICE
Interest: Tai Anticipation Notes I
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
Transfers to special revenue funds 47,628
Transfers to capital reserve funds 22,588
PATIENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTS
Taxes Paid to County 258,557
Taies Paid to School District 2.295,644
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For the Year 1997
Total Payients for All Purposes Less Capital Projects


















SQCDULE OF TOUN PROPERTY
flS OF 12/31/96
DESCRIPTION VALUE
Town Hali, Land & Buildings
UTILITY SUMNflRY
New England Power Conipany $ 574, 0W)









Total Nuaber of Acres Exem>ted





Total Town Appropriations + $ 1 ,262,847
Less: Revenues - $ 543,233
Add: Overlay +$ 50,285
War Service Credits + $ 24,800
Net Town Appropriations $ 794,699
SCHOOL PORTION
Ehie to Regional School $ 2,295,644
Less: Shared Revenues $ 44,304
$2,251,340
COUNTY PORTION
Ehie to County $ 250,557
Less: Shared Revenues $ 2,573
$ 247,984
COMBINED TAX RATE
Total Property Taxes Assessed $ 3,294,023










For the Tax Year 1997
PURPOSES OF APPROPRIATIONS AMOUNT
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
STOTEMENT OF flPPROPRWTION
For the Tax Year 1997
PURPOSES OF flPPROPRIflTIOHS ffCUNT
CULTURE AND RECREATION
Parks and Recreaticm $ 2A,92I9
Library 55,241
Patriotic Purposes ^
Parks and Precincts 3,000
Conservation Coiaission 970
DEBT SERVICE
Interest: Tax Anticipation Notes 12,000
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Tonn Hall Painting (Art. 6) 17,000
Fire Dept Exhaust Extrac (Art. 7) 11,800
Police Cruiser Purchase (Art. 8) 21,722
Repair/Maintain Roads (Art. 9) 101,493
Rhododendron Road Repairs (Art. 10) 26,000
Beach Coiwittee (Art. 11) 6,000
ADA Restrooas « Public (Art. 12) 8,000
Safety Building
TO CAPITAL RESERVE FUND
Town Wide Revaluation (Art. 14) 10,000
Fire Department Vehicle (Art. 15) 10,000
Transfer Station Fork Lift (Art. 16) 2,500
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS $ 1,262,847
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For the Tax Year 1997
TAXES
Land Use Change Tax % 5,625.88
Yield Taxes 26,441.88
Interest & Penalties on Taxes 52,818.88
LICENSES flWD PERMITS
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 221,973.88
Other Licenses, Permits & Fees 18,275.88
INTERGOVERIiENTflL REVENUES - STATE
Shared Revenue - Block Grant 95,661.88
Highway Block Grant 72,858.88
Reimbursement - State Forest Land 968.88
Reimbursement - State Forest Fire 85.88
CHARGES FOR SERVICE
Income From Departments 15,459.88
NISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
Sale of Totrn Property
DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES
For the Year 1997
DESCRIPTION
DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES
DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES
For the Year 1997
DESCRIPTION
DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES




fldvertising Notice $ 89.63
flrchitects/Engineerine 794.00
Rlarai Monitoring 1,780.00







Labor Contracted Services 4,304.05
Sanitation 480.00
Supplies - General 21.15
Water 240.00
Sub-total
DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES
For the Year 1997
DESCRIPTION
DETAILED STATDENT OF EXPENDITURES
For the Year 1997
DESCRIPTION
DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES




































TOTAL AMBULANCE DEPARTMENT 8,977.68
CODE ENFQRCE>ENT
DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES
For the Year 1997
DESCRIPTION ANOUNT TOTAL
6ro55 Mages $ 5,076.99
PICA Liability 311. 58
Medicare Liability 72. 8A
State Unenployiiient Insurance (SIU) 21.20
TOTAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT $ 11,501.M
TOTAL ICADQUGOD COUNTY AREA FIRE DEPT $ 2,080.88
HIGHUAY OEPAKI»ENT
DETAILED STftTDEMT GF EXPENDITURES
For the Year 1997
DESCRIPTION AMOUNT TOTAL
Bnowplow Parts/Sander/Repairs
DETAILED STATDEKT CF EXPENDITURES
For the Year 1997
DESCRIPTION MOUNT TOTAL
ANIMAL CONTROL
DETAIIJED STATDENT OF EXPENDITURES















UtmiLED STflTDCRT OF EXPENDITURES

DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES
For the Year 1997
DESCRIPTION AMOUNT TOTAL
TOTAL CAPITAL OUTLAY
TAI COLLECTOR'S REPORT - SUIIAR? OF TAI LIEU ACCOUNTS
FISCAL TEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1997
TOM OF HITZIILLIAI, MU
Uncollected Taies - Bennnint Fiscal Year; 1997
Property Taiej
Land Use Change Tar
Yield Taxes
Taxes Coiiitted This Year;
Property Taxes























Reiitted to. Treasurer Durini! FY;
Property Taxes
Land Use Change Tax
Yield Taxes








TAI COLLECTOR'S REPORT - SUMMARY OF TAl LIEU ACCOUNTS
FISCAL TEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31. 1991
TOfN OF FITZJILLIAM, NH
-DR-
Tai Lien on account of Levies of:
1996 1995 Prior
Unredeeied Liens Bal.
Beg. of FY: J92,576.64 $73,362.93
Liens Eiecuted During Fiscal Year; $146,868.93
Interest i Costs Collected














Cuiings, Shirley E. k C. lelch 1,577.88
Curtin, Marl A i Susan L 1,537.18
Curtis Jr. Roland i et al 344. 8»
Curtis Ir. Roland a George Curtis 879.88
Cutting, Gail I. 786.88
Cutting, Linda I John Dinsiore 2,427.88
Davis, Derrick L. k Ann H. 2,781.88
Davis, Edvard A. k Cheryl M. 2,158.88
Delory Estate, Hargaret It. 18.88
Depierreleu, Alain T. 977.88
Derby, Stanley E. 55.88
Derose Barbara k laies Cir 299.88
Dick, Kenneth A. k Sharon G. 1,252.88
Dickinson, Thelia I. 726.88
Dunchus, Darlene k f. O'kalley III 1,578.88
Dunchus, lenneth S. k Nancy 2,257.88
Dunton, laies N. k Dora I. 989.88
Dui, Andriej k Eva 295.88
Eddy. Henry A. k Nicole 4,977.88
Farnui, Gregory 359.88
Feldian, Bernard S. 2,298.88
Fernandez, Santiago k Rose 2,988.88
Fish, Norian 1. k Pauline 1,568.88
Foden, Stanley I. k Patricia 482.88
Fulton, David 455.88
Garland, Deborah Lee 655.88
Geary, loan E. 2,388.88
Geiser, Dorothy 48.88
Gibbons III, filliai H. I I. 931.88
Glidden, Steven k Ruth E. 446.84
GoodnoY, Richard A. 731.24
Gorton, I, C A I, L IcBri 413.88
Grab, Michael k Lola-Gene 2,358.88
Gravel, Donald F. 1,782.88
Great festern Bank 15.88
Guenther, laies fl. 1,918.88
Guerrette. Helen C. 1,871.88
Guion, Arthur C. I Bethany 1,388.88
Haiiond. Earl F. k Kichael 941.88
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REPORT OF THE LIBRARY TREASURER 1997





ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ELLIOT INSTITUTE
OF FITZWILLLIAM FOR YEAR ENDING
DECEMBER 31, 1997
FUNDS IN THE BANK ON 12/31/96




POLICE DEPARTMENT ANNUAL REPORT 1997
How quickly a year goes by! Reviewing last years
annual report of the Police Department, it mentions staff
changes as one of the hurdles to overcome. This year,
there was that same experience all over again. In
August, Officer Raymond Anair left our Department for
a patrol position on the Winchendon, MA police force.
This left a gap in our fiill-time personnel and because of
some imforeseen additional budget expenses, we weren't
able to fill the vacancy right away. The Department has,
however, re-hired for that position and we are now up to
strength.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the
members of the police department, both uniform and
civilian, for the great job they did this year giving their
attention to the community by answering numerous
general service calls.
The Police Department is sporting a new look and
many of you have expressed your opinion over the
graphic design change on our newest cruiser. The image
change is in sync with the Department's changing motto,
"The Fitzwilliam Police Department is a proactive
department." A goal here is to progressively deliver to
the community a police department that places attention
to the fiitur^ needs of the Town. A plan to enhance
community relations from a law enforcement prospective
is being outlined We hope to increase our presence
through • community policing, a concept that the
Department has always used, but will now attempt to
improve upon.
Additionally, the Department, through its Crime
Prevention Officer, is focusing on ways to improve the
security of our commimity. This past year, we hosted
crime prevention and security presentations at the Police
Station. These sessions were very informative and I
urge that more of you attend. Watch for the notices to
appear in the newsletter.
1997 brought improved working relations within the
Elementary School. Ms. Libb^ Corindia and I
coordinated programs with the Police Department to
present to the students. These programs. Officer Phil (a
puppet and magic show with safety themes) seatbelt
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safety for all grades (K-6) and Harvest Night, all
connected the police with the children and helped to
better explain what the role of the police is in the
community. The D.A.R.E. Program will be returning to
Emerson as well, thanks to the New Hampshire State
Police.
The training achievement for the year was the
attendance by the Chief at Babson College in Wellesley,
MA of a week long seminar on Police Management. In
addition, I also completed a one week training course
and am now a certified firearms instructor for the
Department. Officer DiSalvo completed courses in
cannabis education, advanced police interview
techniques, and domestic violence. Officers Cavanaugh
and Hackler attended cannabis eradication and domestic
violence courses. Officer Hall attended the mandatory
part time Officer's Training.
We are now cormected to cyberspace! Officer Dan
Hackler, our computer guru, has created a Fitzwilliam
Police Department web page. For those ofyou who enjoy
surfing the web, visit us and e-mail your comments to
Dan (danhackler@hotmail.com). However, please do
not log on with any complaints or calls for service. This
page is not monitored daily.
In closing, I'd like to thank the Board of Selectmen,
the Townspeople, and the members of other town





REGISTER OF PRIMARY OFFENSES KNOWN
Alcohol Related:
ANIMAL CONTROL REPORT 1997
1997 was another busy year in Fitzwilliam.
There were 250 calls for assistance, which ranged from
snakes in the house, to ducks, geese and horses loose on
the Town Common.
This year we had three moose and eleven deer
involved in car collisions. Unfortunately, there were also
four dogs killed on our town roads. Again, please keep
your dogs tied, not only for their safety but because it is
the law.
I would also like to thank all the townspeople for their
help this year.
The 1997 statistics are as follows:
• 496 dogs registered in town
• 250 calls for assistance
• 147 dog calls with 12 going to the Humane
Society (all but one was returned or
adopted)
• 3 dog bites
• 4 cat attacks








The Fitzwilliam Fire Etepartment responded to 210 calls
for the periodfrom December 1^ 1996 through November
30, 1997. This represents an increase ftom the 1996
total calls of 178.
Among the responses in 1997 were 5 structure fires,
8 chimney fires, 20 motor vehicle accidents, 3 brush fires
and 14 Mutual Aid fire related responses to Winchendon,
Troy, Rindge, Richmond, Rc^alston, and Jaffrey. There
were also various other responses to car fires, Amipster
fires, dog throu^ the ice, smoke investigation, electrical
problems, automatic fire alarm activations, gas leaks,
tree fires, carbon monoxide detectors, public assists, oil
burner problems and missing persons.
The Department also responded to 107 medical
emergencies, two off road rescues, and eighteen Mutual
Aid medical calls to Jaffrey, Troy and Richmond.
PERSONNEL, TRAINING, AND EDUCATION
The Department now has 36 active members, four of
whom are new to the Fire/EMS service. The Department
has ten members that serve as fire personnel and eight
that serve as EMS/rescue members. However, eighteen
of our members are both firefighters and EMS certified.
There are nineteen New Hampshire certified firefighters,
three of whom have completed the Career Level
certification at the Keene Fire Station in 1997. One
member completed the Firefighter Level II at the Fire
Academy. There are twenty five members who are
certified to provide various levels of medical care. Eight
of the personnel are certified as emergency responders,
14 are EMT-B (basic), and three who are at the EMT-I
(intermediate) level. Twenty members have completed
certification or recertification on the defibrillation
machine, and thirty-one are certified in CPR-Health C^re
Provider Basic Life Support.
In 1997, three members completed the EMT-B course
at Cheshire Medical Center, six completed recertification
as EMT-B's and one as an EMT-I. One member
completed the Emergency Response course while three
completed their recertification in emergency response.
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FIREWARDS REPORT (cont.)
Personnel participated in several courses at
Meadowood County Area Fire Department Fire School
such as self contained breathing apparatus, protective
clothing, basic water rescue, overhaul and salvage,
forcible entry, arson awareness, and arson investigation.
Personnel also participated in courses held at Cheshire
Medical Center such as Mass Causality Incidents,
Medication module and Advanced Life Support
Continuing Education.
The Department continues to offer monthly training
for both fire and EMS personnel. Some of the training
this year included a defensive driving course specific to
truck driving, taught by New Hampshire Property and
Liability Trust. Combined operations training took place
at Meadowood training grounds and ice rescue training,
held with Meadowood and the Meadowood Dive Team,
was conducted this past year.
The Department offers fire prevention education and
demonstration at the Fire Station and at Emerson School.
CPR and first aid courses are also offered for the public
and businesses in the community.
As with the last two years, there were no changes in
the inventory of vehicles. This inventory includes the
1973 Mack Pumper and the 1978 Mack Tanker. These
vehicles continue to give the town excellent service. Due
to the ages of all these vehicles they are monitored
closely for potential problems. In 1997, the 1978 Mack
Tanker had some repliunbing of it's pump done and at
the present time is having the roof and doors replaced.
The 1973 Mack also had some minor body work
completed in 1997.
In 1997, the ambulance had body work completed on
it as well as minor repairs. Although it is in good
condition and serves the Town well, we are projecting
the consideration of replacing the vehicle in 1999.
1998 BUDGET
We feel that one of the best investments the
Town can make with respect to a department that offers
fire and EMS services is in the field of training and
education. As you can see fi"om our report concerning
personnel, a substantial number of individuals devote
volunteer time to maintain high professional standards to
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FIREWARDS REPORT (cont.)
serve the community as well as stay up-to-date on the
latest technologies and techniques in both fields. We
certainly hope that this spirit of volxmteerism and
commitment continues for the foreseeable future, and we
appreciate the support the Town has provided in giving
us fimds to carry out various training courses.
The 1998 budget is comparable to immediately
preceding years in regard to ongoing operational costs,
payroll, and training. This year, at the request of the
Board of Selectmen, we were asked to separate the fire
and ambulance budgets. Because of the support of the
Town we have been able to make great strides in
updating and maintaining protective equipment and
paging devices. All equipment is inventoried on an
annual basis, if not more often, to assure that members
are taking care of their issued gear and equipment and
that all equipment is kept at peak performance. We feel
that with the budgeted amoimts that we have had over
the past few years we are as up -to-date as ever with
regard to providing our members with what they need to
do their jobs safely and we are able to respond to the
equipment needs of new members as they come aboard
Although there are always items that are needed, great
strides have been made in creating a well equipped, well
trained Department to better serve the Town.
ASSOCIATION MEMBERS
As some townspeople may be aware, there are members
of the Fitzwilliam Fire Department, Inc. who are not
providers of fire and emergency medical services. They
provide great assistance with support and food at fire and
rescue scenes and with fimdraising activities for the
purchasing and maintenance of equipment, which in
turn, benefits the Town.
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We thank the businesses that support the Fitzwilliam
Community Calendar project by advertising in the
calendar - which is in it's seventh year. We would also
like to thank those businesses that support oiu- children's
programs such as Halloween, Christmas, and the Annual
Fun Fair. We certainly extend our thanks to those







Clayton Damon at his farm
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT REPORT 1997
The Fitzwilliam Emergency Management ofifice
completed the Fitzwilliam Hazardous Material Plan in
June of 1997. The plan was submitted to the State
Emergency Office and was approved in October of 1997.
Through the efforts of many people, the plan was
presented to a group of business people, fire/rescue,
police, and the Local Emergency Planning Committee.
This plan was developed by Nancy Carney as a graduate
master degree thesis. A State funded grant allowed for
the plan to be designed and written for approval by the
local director, the Fire Department, and the Police
Department.
The Town now has a completed an Emergency
Management Plan for natural disasters, hazardous
material incidents, and evacuation of areas of need from
small areas up to the entire town. This plan is still in the
process of designing a complete evacuation of the Town,
but with the State of N. H. Emergency Management help,
we can safely evacuate the Town. Notification of any
evacuation would be done by use of the local radio
stations, WMUR-TV, Police Department, the Fire
Department, and door-to-door notification of such an
incident.
A copy of the entire plan may be viewed at the
Selectmen's Office during open hours, at the Fitzwilliam
Library, or by contacting the Emergency Management
Director. The Town would welcome suggestions for
revision of either part of the plan.
The Emergency Management Office will be working
towards training of personnel in the use of the plan this
coming year. It is hoped to practice the use of the plan
with a "hands on drill" in Fall of 1998. Personnel will
be trained in the use of radiological monitoring
equipment in the Spring of 1998. This drill will depend





HOUSE NUMBERING COMMITTEE 1997
This year we saw the light at the end of the
tunnel with our renumbering project. After two years,
many hundreds of man-hours of work and thanks to the
dedication of numerous individuals, letters were sent to
all residents informing them of their new house numbers.
Volunteers on our committee staffed five
organized "number pick-up" days during December 1997
and January 1998. We will have additional days
scheduled this summer for seasonal residents. Exact
dates will be announced in the Fitzwilliam newsletter in
May and June. As always, residents can continue to
pick-up house numbers in the selectmen's office during
normal business hours.
We still have a few more tasks to complete
before all oiu- work is done. We would like to thank all
those who volunteered their time and talents in this
enormous project and you, the residents, for cooperating
in this effort.
Respectively submitted.
The House Numbering Committee
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ROAD AGENT'S REPORT 1997
This year we continued our resurfacing program
which included finishing the Upper Troy Road and one
more section ofFuUam Hill Road.
The Department hopes to be able to finish the last
section of FuUam Hill Road in 1998. The other
resurfacing project will be the Jafifrey Road and the area
and side streets by the Public Safety building in the
Depot.
All major projects were completed. In addition, we
also assisted the State of New Hampshire on the
Rhododendron Road project. We had hoped to get
asphalt grindings off NH Route 12 this year to finish the
project that we started on Old Turnpike Road. The State
did not do any major grinding on the road as they have
done in the past.
The beavers have been active again this year. We
spend a lot of man hours unplugging culverts and
checking the active dams every week.
I have asked for money in the 1998 budget to buy
1000 ton of gravel for our gravel roads. I have also
submitted a plan to the Board of Selectmen to start a
program in 1999 to replace gravel on all of our gravel
roads. I have also asked for money to buy a used
chipper.
I would like thank all Department Heads,
Selectpersons and Townspeople for their assistance and
support throughout the 1997 year.
Respectfiilly submitted:
Edwin O. Mattson, Jr.
Road Agent
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TRANSFER STATION RECYCLING REPORT
1997
For the first 11 months of the year we recycled 179
tons of material. We disposed of 30 tons of metal, 14
tons of furniture and mattresses, recycled 45 gallons of
anti-freeze and gave the Town of Ehiblin 400 gallons of
used oil to be used in their waste oil furnace. We had to
pay to dispose of 200 gallons of paint at a price of
$1850.00.
The market for recycled materials has increased a
small amount. We are hoping that it will continue to go
up.
A reminder to everyone that we cannot accept any
hazardous materials in the winter months. We ask that
you stop and check out our compost pile. It is free for
the asking. I would like to thank the staff at the transfer
station and you, the townspeople, for making our
transfer station a success.
Respectfully submitted,
Edwin O. Mattson, Jr.
Road Agent




The Filzwilliam Board of Selectmen formed a
committee to investigate the possibility of a public beach
in Fitzwilliam as authorized by the voters at the 1997
Town Meeting. The first meeting was on June 30th and
was followed by ten more meetings. Members from the
Board of Selectmen, Planning Board, Recreation
Commission, and town members at large attended.
This committee made site visits and walked
and/or canoed various bodies of water in town both as a
group and individually. The first task was to determine
which water sites had potential for a public beach.
Concerns included water quality, impact on surrounding
property, acquisition and development costs, and long
term potential. We initially considered seven bodies of
water, which was then reduced to five, and finally three
for the final selection process. The proposal of
constructing a pool was also discussed but tabled due to
initial and reoccurring operating costs that would be
incurred.
Stone Pond was considered and two potential
locations were investigated However, when water tests
were conducted and the state tester made a site visit, the
pond was removed from fiirther consideration due to
water quality concerns and condition of the pond.
Sip Pond currently has two beaches and water
quality is acceptable, but there was not suitable property
available for development. The town property that was
seized as 'part of the tax situation at Woodbrook does not
have direct access to the lake and cannot be developed as
a beach. Scott Pond also did not have any available
property and development of a town recreation facility
would be very limited Bowkerville Pond is surrounded
by wetlands and conversion into public beach area would
be difficult, and there are concerns about the suitability
of the water for swimming.
Rockwood Pond was visited several times and
although there are several sites well suited for a beach,
these properties are not on the real estate market. The
Troy Mills dam site is currentiy used as an informal
beach by numerous people, but the company could
prohibit use of the property at any time. The abandoned
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BEACH COMMITTEE (cont.)
railbed is used as part of the Rails-to Trails
program and could offer additional access to a recreation
site.
Currently, about half of the shoreline is
undeveloped. Rockwood Pond has good water quality
and would be a good location for a beach if suitable
property becomes available.
Collins Pond was explored in detail by the
committee as a potential site. Water and bottom testing
was conducted by a laboratory with satisfactory results.
The southern side of the pond is bordered by the old
railroad bed which is used as a trail for hikers, bikers,
cross-country skiers and snowmobilers. A large beach
could be constructed using part of the railbed adjacent to
the water and still allow access of the trail by the various
current users. The entire pond is very shallow and has a
grassy bottom. Dredging would be required to create a
swimming area and the committee has contacted a
dredging contractor for further information and
preliminary estimate of cost and feasibility of the project.
State permits would be required, just as they would for
any beach development within the state, but initial
research has not revealed any major obstacles to the
tentative plan. ADA access could be provided from
Collins Pond Road and parking can be developed near
the town garage for swimmers. Collins Pond would
provide a scenic and quiet beach with a small swimming
area, causing minimal impact on the surrounding
property owners. If all permits were approved and
permission was obtained to use part of the railbed and
other State land, cost to the Town would be very
reasonable when compared to the high initial cost plus
development costs of other lakefront property.
Laurel Lake is probably the best known and
most visited lake in Town, but real estate suitable for a
public beach is scarce. Most of the properties on the
waterfront are narrow and small in size, which would
present difficulty in building a properly sized beach and
providing parking for swimmers. Water quality is good
and the lake currently has numerous private beaches and
a boat access ramp. The group visited the Martin
property on Laurel Lake which was offered for sale. This
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BEACH COMMITTEE (cont.)
plot is very narrow, but deep. A narrow beach could be
constructed and some parking could be accommodated,
but plot size restricts future development.
The committee walked and canoed the Treat
property which is still on the market. The water frontage
can be developed into a medium size beach area with
minimal work and water depth very gradually increases
from shore, making it very suitable for small children.
Deeper water can be accessed further from shore. Access
to the beach area is via a narrow road through a wetlands
area. The building on this property has little value to the
town if the site was acquired and conversion to a
recreation center or other facility would be expensive due
to condition and design. The Treat property is one of the
largest plots on the lake with potential for a town beach,
and the additional space could be used at some future
date for other recreation facilities, including changing
and rest rooms. The cost of this property remains high.
Although not well received at the last Town
Meeting, the Treat property, or a similar size property on
Laurel Lake or Rockwood Pond, offers the best option for
a Town recreation facility.
Any development work within wetlands or
adjacent to a bo<fy of water requires careful design and
state permits, but our initial research indicates that
properly prepared proposals do have a reasonable
expectation of approval. We welcome any input from













1998 will be the year for hiking! Since the railroad
beds and the new trails are being marked at the Town
forest, there will be lots of opportunity for entire
families to enjoy the great outdoors. The new trails will
connect with the Metacomet Trail and loop back around
to Widow Gage Road.
Earth Day has been an increasingly popular occasion.
Thanks to the organization of Jeanne Prevett and Carey
Bluhm, the Common was alive with music and
celebration. We hope to see it carry on.
The Adopt-A-Road is still going strong. The Town
roads look great as a result of the efforts made. We
would like to take this oj^rtunity to thank all who
participate and once again to Carey Bluhm for the time













The Monadnock Advisory Commission is charged by the
State of New Hampshire under RSA 258:1 to advise and
guide the Department of Resources and Economic
Development (DRED) on the management of their lands
and leased lands of the Society for the Protection of New
Hampshire Forests and the Town of Jafirey. The lands
are located on Mt. Monadnock, Gap Mt., and Little
Monadnock Mt.
On Saturday June 25, 1997 the commission met at the
State Park in Jafifrey. Business attended to:
Bill Elliott was elected Chairperson and Betsy Harris
Vice-Chair.
A new parking lot on Old Troy Road in Dublin, to fit
40 cars, will be proposed by DRED. This lot will be on
property owned by SPNHF and will replace one that
acconmiodates 15 autos.
A proposal to improve signage and parking at the Gap
Mt. Trailhead was discussed. Concerns of the neighbors
were addressed.
There is a problem with parking on Rt. 124 near the
Jaffrey/Troy Town line. Because the Royce Trail crosses
the highway, more and more day hikers are using this
area to park for the day. The Commission asked that "No
Parking" signs be placed on either side of the road. The
State was in agreement.
The pjiblic is encouraged to contact their commission
members with suggestions and comments.
Members of the Monadnock Advisory Commission are:
Jaffrey
PLANNING BOARD 1997
The Planning Board's regulatory duties include
but are not limited to, reviewing subdivision applications,
site plan reviews, and authorizing excavation permits.
The Board's non-regulatory duties include Master
Plarming and compiling the Capital Improvement Plan.
In 1997, the Planning Board reviewed and
approved eight subdivisions with one receiving
conditional approval. The Board also reviewed and
approved one site plan review.
The Plarming Board is completing an update of
the Capital Improvement Plan. The Capital
Improvement Plan will cover the next six years. The
Board expects to have this project completed in early
1998 to aid in the budgeting process.
The Plarming Board meets the first and third
Tuesday of each month at 7:00pm at the Town Hall. All













HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION 1997
The Historic District Commission reviews
applications for building permits for properties located
within the Historic District. All applicants seeking to
obtain a building permit within the Historic District must
adhere to the guidelines set forth in the Historic District
Regulations.
In 1997, the Commission heard 12 cases. These
cases included three requests to construct a single family
dwelling, two requests to construct a porch, one request
to build a deck, one request to construct a garage, one
request to erect a sign and two requests for renovations.
All requests were approved, some with stipulations. The
Historic District Commission also reviewed the Library
ADA project and the Emerson School Addition.
The Historic District Commission meets the first
Tuesday of each month at 4:00pm at the Town Hall or
whenever there are one or more completed applications
to be considered. All meetings are open to the public and
we encourage your attendance and participation.
Respectfiilly submitted,






Fitzwilliam Historic District Commission
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ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The Zoning Board of Adjustment hears appeals
and administers special provisions in the Town
Ordinances dealing with variances, special exceptions
and administrative decisions in order to provide for
satisfactory resolution on many of these situations
without burdening the courts.
In 1996 the Board heard nine cases, six were
requests for variances, five were approved, and one was
denied. There were three special exceptions which were
approved.
The Board meets at the Town Hall on the third
Monday of the month at 7:30 p.m. whenever there are
one or more completed applications to be considered.
Hearing notices must be posted in Town and advertised
in the newspaper. Individual notices are mailed to
abutters. The meetings are open to the public and we
encourage yoiu- participation.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert H. Anderson, Chairman







Zoning Board of Adjustment
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CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER'S REPORT
1997
Construction permits almost doubled in 1997 over
previous years. In 1997 there were 98 building permits
issued which was an 88% increase over 1996. This
included six new homes and one summer home that was
a total replacement which represents a 250% increase
from last year. We had a 20% increase in manufactured
homes with six being installed. Six new garages this
year was a 500% increase over last year. Additions
were up 25% this year with 20 permits issued. Porches
and decks were 130% more than last year's with 23
permits issued. Bams and sheds more than doubled last
years with 25 permits issued this year. There was an
addition to one commercial property and a total
replacement on another exceeding half a million dollars.
Owner estimates for construction in 1997 totaled
$2,085,204. This is more than double the total
construction estimates from 1996.
Property owners should remember that a building
permit is required for all construction unless you receive
other direction from the Land Use Office. Please feel






TOWN HALL AGENT'S REPORT 1997
The Town Hall was used many times this year by





New Hampshire Fish & Game
Elliot Institute
Monadnock Regional School District
Fitzwilliam Historical Society
This year shelves were constructed in the back room
for storage purposes. Repairs to the striker on the Town
Clock were also performed and we hope to be able to
raise more funds to do the additional work necessary on
the clock.
We are presently obtaining proposals to paint the
outside of the Town Hall this siunmer. Also, we are
obtaining proposals to improve the windows in order to







Another year has come and gone and the Recreation
Commission continues to realize great success with the
programs that we sponsor . As the year comes to a close
we are pleased to announce the addition of Carey Bluhm
to the Recreation Commission. Carey brings with him an
enthusiasm that will help us continue with the success of
our current programs and target new areas of interest.
The 1997 Fall soccer season was a continued success.
Our numbers were again around 200 and we provided
programs for children from Kindergarten to grade eight.
At this time it is anticipated that we will be offering a
Spring program for 7* and 8* graders. The success of
our soccer program is substantiated by the number of our
children that are going on to play soccer on some of the
areas premier teams and the number of players on the
school teams that have graduated from our program is
increasing. Thanks to the Common Marketplace for
their continued support of our program.
The Summer Recreation Program was an enormous
success and flourished with record numbers of children
this year under the enthusiastic direction of Dawn
Hansen. There were many new activities offered this
year as well as the regular trips to Gap Moimtain,
miniature golf, and of course the annual trip to Whalom
Park. We would also like to thank the Fitzwilliam Inn
for their continued support of our programs.
Other activities that were sponsored this year include
the Charles Wallace Road Race which continues to
attract a wide spectrum of participants. The cross
country ski program should really flourish this year with
the early snow. Flag Football was introduced and was
well received and promises to be another great addition
to our program. The annual Town wide tag and yard sale
showed much growth from previous years. A new
information line has been installed for the Recreation
Commission. The number is 585-7270; call this number




This coming year we are looking to provide a
skateboard area to address the continued interest in this
sport. We are looking at installing an area that will
address the needs of this sport and we are requesting
funds for a portion of this project through a Warrant
Article on this year's Town Warrant. There are many
individuals that have offered assistance with this project
that will help to keep the costs down. If you have any
interests or ideas for additional activities for the
Recreation Commission, please forward them to a
commission member or attend one of our meetings.
Thank you to all the many volunteers, businesses and
residents that help to make all the programs we offer a
success. It is our goal to provide a variety of programs





1997 saw the culmination of several projects at the
Library. Our long - planned, long - awaited, accessible
entrance was nearly completed. A path of brick pavers
now leads from the Tovm Hall parking lot to the side of
the building where a simny new entryway with a slate
floor provides an alternate entrance. In the Spring,
thanks to a bequest from Isabelle Bosworth, we will add
extensive landscaping.
Our ongoing automation project also neared
completion with the conversion of the card catalog and
the addition of another computer to the library network.
A public terminal for Internet access, informational
databases and application software are installed as well.
Our commitment to providing the best in
informational and recreational materials continued
unabated. Circulation of materials increased in 1997
with 19,677 materials loaned. We added 426 books to
the collection as well as 46 audio books, 39 videos, and
34 periodical subscriptions. In addition, over 500
reference transactions were completed.
Our computer linkup to the New Hampshire
Automated Information System enabled us to borrow 383
books for our patrons and lend out 211 items to other
libraries.
In 1997 we offered 56 programs with an audience of
1112. Highlights of the year included a spectacular
magic program with Jason Purdy, which drew a record
attendance, a talk by author John Morressey, Halloween
Storytelling, crafts for all ages and our monthly book
discussion program which completed its second fiill year
and is still going strong with 20 members.
Our Summer Reading Club, Take Us To Your
Leaders!, registered 67 readers who combined read
40,653 pages. Activities included intergalactic crafts,
paper airplanes, Watermelon Tales and the Little Red
Wagon.
The Friends of the Library were a strong presence at
the Library this year. In addition to sponsoring the
Summer Reading Club and programming throughout the
year, the Friends purchased the public access computer,
audio books, the Encyclopedia Britannica on CD-ROM
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LIBRARIAN'S REPORT (cont.)
and a fax machine. In their spare time they pubhshed a
quarterly newsletter!
Through dues, the Book Sale and ongoing
fimdraising, the Friends Board members; Kate Thomas,
Shelley Earley, Dancy Bluhm, Coni Porter and Bonnie
Jones, continued a history of strong support for the
Library.
Congratulations go to Assistant Librarian Deborah
Chipman who completed the Library Certification this
Fall.
Thanks go this year to our remarkable volunteers and
supporters among them: Judy Hancock, Bonnie Jines,
Kristen Joslin, Kate Thomas, Lorraine White, Harriet
Underwood, Joan Knight, Dancy Bluhm, Robin Marra,
Martha DeBlieu and Susan Wheeler.
Ahead in 1998, we are preparing for the addition of
circulation to our library network, the registration of all






REPORT OF PLANTE MEMORIAL PARK 1997
This year we worked on filling in some of the holes
with loam and then reseeded them. We put in a bush this
year that was given to us.
We would like to add two more trees next year. One
tree was removed due to work being done on an
adjoining property.
We would like to see curbing placed around the
common and new walkways put in.
We will be straightening the flagpole in the near
future.
Once again, we would like to thank the Fire
Department for putting new lights on the Christmas tree





Plante Memorial Park Commissioners
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REPORT OF CEMETERY DEPARTMENT 1997
Another year has gone by rather quickly. All of
the signs at the Pine Grove Cemetery have been
replaced. We will put up the new signs at the Village
Cemetery in the spring.
It was a busy year, what with mowing and trimming
around the grave stones and the stone wall.
We did a lot of work filling in areas with loam and
seeded a lot of the grave sites. There are many more to
do in the upcoming year.
The roads and trees in the Village Cemetery are in
need of a lot of work.
Work is ongoing on the village tool house and we will
continue to work on it until it is complete.
At Pine Grove Cemetery we had three full burials and





HOME HEALTH CARE AND COMMUNITY
SERVICES REPORT TO FITZWHXIAM - 1997
In 1997, Home Healthcare, Hospice and Community
Services (HCS) continued to provide home health care
and commimity services to the residents of Fitzwilliam.
The following information represents a projection of
HCS's activities in your commimity in 1997. The
projection is based on actual services provided from
January through September 1997 and an estimate of
usage during October, November and December.
SERVICE REPORT













































Regularly scheduled wellness clinics, child health
clinics, prenatal and hospice care are also available to
residents. Town funding partially supports these
services.
FINANCIAL REPORT
The actual cost of all services provided in 1997 with
all funding sources is projected to be $268^582.00.
The total costs of services provided for a partial fee, or
at no charge to residents in 1997 is projected to be
$2,015.00 for home care and $1,918.00 for Meals-On-
Wheels.
For 1998, we recommend a total ^^^c^ation of
$4,435.0a; $^,000.00 to be available fof Home Care




AMERICAN'S WITH DISABILITY ACT (ADA)
1997 ANNUAL REPORT
The American's with Disability Act (ADA) was
established by Congress in 1990. The intent is to
increase accessibility, employment opportunities, and
service to the millions of Americans who are disabled.
A grant through Southwest Region Planning
Commission, which started in 1995, finally developed
and allowed the accessible entrance to the library project
to begin. The project has been completed except for the
painting of the addition and the landscaping. These will
be completed in the Spring of 1998.
There were several key players in the
development and implementation of this project for the
library. Susan Massin, the Library Board of Trustees, the
Board of Selectmen and Paula Thompson all deserve
credit for their perseverance during the project.
The other two major projects, replacing the stair
chair, or improving the access, to the Upper Hall in the
Town Hall and the Public Safety Building rest rooms
were projects that were put on the fi-ont burner. In 1997
the town voted to begin work on the rest rooms in the
Public Safety Building.
The Public Safety Building bathroom proposal
was put out to bid for the design and actual renovations
to the bathrooms. Only one proposal came in by the
deadline. The Board of Selectmen voted not to accept the
bid and carried the money for this project into 1998.
The Board of Selectmen, along with the ADA
Coordinator, have been working to come up with a
solution for the access to the Upper Hall in the Town
Hall. There have been plans and recommendations made
for a platform lift firom the first floor to the Upper Hall.
The Board of Selectmen will be asking for the monies to
install the lift in 1998.
The Board of Selectmen have continued to be
supportive of the work toward compliance with the ADA.
Their support has been greatly appreciated.
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ADA ANNUAL REPORT (cont.)
Any individual who may need special
accommodations for any town function or town service
should notify the Selectmen's Office in advance to ensure




Magician Jason Purdy & assistants for




This has been a busy year for all of us involved
in the educational issues in Town. There seems to be a
steacfy stream of projects that have come our way.
The Selectmen have appointed another member to the
committee. We are happy to welcome John Tommila to
our team.
The building project for Emerson has been moving
right along. The final decisions are being made on
funding options as the architects are finishing up with
the drawings. The full plan should be together for the
1998 warrant. It's exciting for us all and the kids are
hopeful. We'll need all your support when it's time to
cast your vote.
The petition to add members to the School Board for
the towns of FitzwiUiam and Swanzey is being rewritten
by a lawyer for the committee. After being turned down
by the School Board last year, we decided to have a
lawyer look it over and give a recommendation. We will
need approximately 800 signatures for it to be placed on
the warrant and we are looking for support from all the







TOWN CLERK'S REPORT 1997
The Clerk's office continues to register over 3,000
vehicles per year for Town residents. There were quite a
few new vehicles registered. This happens about every
three years as vehicles get older and are replaced.
At the State level, the Motor Vehicle Department
plans to have all the Towns in the State on computer and
able to access the vehicle information directly. A
specific time has not been set for this.
The new plates for motor vehicles are expected to take
place after July of 1998. This means that all vehicles
will have the new plates by the end of 1999. The plates
now cost $5.00/set, and this cost will be in effect when
the new plates become available. The total cost will be
the charge for the vehicle depending on the gross weight
plus the $5.00 for a set of plates.
This is the third year that we have been using the
computer software for motor vehicles and dog licensing
and everything seems to be running smoothly. In fact,
at times, it would be nice to have a second server for
motor vehicles, especially during the dog licensing
months.
Vital Records have had a few changes during the
year. The Vision 2000 Program is starting to move
forward and by that year every Town Clerk in the State
will have a computer for Vital Records and will be able
to access all the vital records in the State. A law was
passed in August that marriage licenses can now be
obtained from any city or Town Clerk in the State
regardless of where the applicants reside, and the
marriage can take place in any city or town within the
State. The three day waiting period has been waivered,
however the applicants will be told that the license will
not be valid until three days have passed.
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TOWN CLERK'S REPORT (cont)
The Town Clerk's hours are listed in this report with
other hours for Town OfiRcials, and can also be obtained
by calling 585-7791 even when the office is closed. Be
sure to check the newsletter for other important dates,
and when the office will be closed for the holidays.
I would like to thank everyone for their cooperation




Perambulating the Town's boundaries
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Bryant Scott Shepard Fitchburg, MA













Raymond Paul Donnelly Winchendon,MA
Brenda Lee Beauregard Winchendon,MA
Norman Joseph Caron Jr Fitzwilliam NH















8/12/97 Robert Peter Croteau
Michele Marie McLean
8/ 17/97 Richard Edward Godek
Laurie Jean Pagano








10/4/97 John R Franklin Fitzwilliam, NH
Lillian Evelyn Fogg Fitzwilliam, NH
10/1 1/97 Shawn Thomas Marsh Rindge, NH







Keene,NH Jacquehne A Sampson





Keene NH Michelle L Chase
HenryM Ells




Keene,NH Christine E Duffy Smith
Glenn A Smith Jr
Caleb 02/12/97
Ryan




Nathaniel 03/06/97 Peterborough,NH Heather R Baillie
Robert Steven M Edwards
Kyler 04/05/97 KeeneNH Sarah A Wall
Emery Kevin R Beal
Caleb 04/21/97 Peterborough,NH Rebecca L Whipple
Nathan Nathan C Lambshead
Michael 05/02/97 Keene,NH Stephanie A Wilder
Thomas Sean M Greene
Brandon 05/16/97 PetCTborou^,NH Jacklyn M Larue
Daniel Thomas F Kottke Jr
Nicholas 06/18/97 Keene,NH SandraM Smith
Michael Timothy S Quimby
Madison 06/30/97 Keene,NH Angela M Punt





Estella 09/07/97 Peterborough,NH HongHu
Xuyuan Xiaojin Zeng
Jacob 10/30/97 Peterborough,NH Sarah M Jacobs
Andrew Mark R Dunton
Tannah 10/30/97 Keene,NH Darcy M O'Brien
Marie Bryan K Fletcher
DEATHS (cont.)
0AI01I91 George R 103 Peterborougti,NH
Sixt Vonkapff
04/25/97 Richard Pelley 74 Fitzwilliam,NH
05/06/97 Isabelle Bosworth 94 Fitzwilliam,NH
05/31/97 Alice Kendall 73 Keene,NH
06/02/97 William T Murbach 54 KeeneNH
07/30/97 AlanDIbelle 60 KeeneNH
08/07/97 Evelyn R Goodnow 73 Keene,NH
09/09/97 Robert E Duffy 51 Fitzwilliam,NH
09/20/97 Arthur J Raitto, Jr 63 Keene,NH
11/09/97 Louis A Farinoli 64 Keene,NH
BROUGHT IN FOR BURIAL
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Bateaan, Jr. Richard C.
Beaupre, Douglas & Debra
N.
Becker, Hary
Bishop, Jaaes R.E. &
Zillah
Bosworth, Isabella
Boucher, Roger S Lorraine
Boyce, Fred R. - Heirs of
(Doris Boyce)
Brackett, Roberta H.
Bullard, Gary C. 8 Lynne
E.
Burkhardt, Anne-Helene
Burkhardt, Elizabeth L. &
Jesse
Burnhai, Joseph R. &
Geraldine A.
Burns, Richard J. S
Haureen E.
Bussiere, Keith & Darlen
Aaenta
Caron Sr., Caroline




















Whipple, Uilliai & Betsy
Stone, Scott U. & Laura K.
Brackett, David








Gabriel, Lawrence E. S
Kathleen M.







Hart, Terry & Michelle
Harvest Teaple Church,
Inc.













Hundell, Lawrence & Phyllis
S.
Greenley, U. Bradford &
Greeley-Benson, Sally ftnne
Hauond, Earl F. & Hichael
J.
Irvings, Mark L. & Susan P.









Howell 1993 Revocable Trust,
B. Leona
Howell 1993 Revocable Trust,
B. Leona
Howell 1993 Revocable Trust,
B. Leona
Howell 1993 Revocable Trust,
B. Leona
Howell 1993 Revocable Trust,
B. Leona
Howell 1993 Revocable Trust,
B. Leona
Howell 1993 Revocable Trust,
B. Leona
Hurst, Patrick P. & Kathleen
n.
Hurst, Patrick P. & Kathleen
H.
























Grantors Grantees Date Location
Hildred E. Holies Estate
nonkton, Donald S.
Haylor, Cecilia, Charles
and Kovacs, Joseph Jr.
New Haapshire Acres, Inc.
Nieoiela, Michael F. &
Carol E.
Noyes, Eiily Trowbridge
Noyes, J. Nicholas &
Eiily T.













Rogers, Robert & Diane
HcPherson
Roian Catholic Bishop of
Hanchester





LaiDureaux, Robert J. &
Nancy L.
Donlon, David P. & Taiiy L.
Blair, Shayne M.
Noyes Revocable Trust, Emily
T. Noyes
Noyes Revocable Trust, Jaies
Nicholas Noyes
Noyes Revocable Trust, Jaies
Nicholas Noyes
Noyes Revocable Trust, Eiily
T. Noyes
Col burn, Rebecca
Gao, Tao Tao & Xingya
Perry, Calvin & Edythe





Benik, Christopher S Susan
Benik, Christopher & Susan
Varga Property Manageient,
Inc.
LeClair, Jon R. & Patricia
E.


























Tousley, Charles D. &
Doris C.
Town of Fitzwillias
Treablay, Paul D. Sr.
University of CT
Foundation







Warner, Jr., John A. 97/01/14
Spicer, David U « Patricia L 97/02/26
Beaaan Luaber, Inc. 97/07/30
Russell, Rodney A. 97/12/18
Stone, Evelyn & Dahlgren,
Ruth
Toiaila Bros., Inc.
Streeter, David J i Paaela A
Carrier, Robert A.
White, Robert and Pelkey Ann
Taylor, J. ;l1acDonald,P. ;Taylo
r,W. ;Pea5e,l1;Taylor,C. ;Cance
lliere C.
Trustees of the Taylor Caap 97/01/09
Trust
Wicklund, Bonnie-Lou
Charles D. Tousley Revocable
Trust
Coraier, Rayaond J. & Yvette
H.
New Haapshire Acres, Inc.
New Haapshire Acres, Inc.
O'Neil, John T. & Caryl L.










Larson, Joseph & Wendy and
Briggs, Roby & Mary
















Briqgs, Roby S Mary



















NAHE Hap-Lot Acres LAND BUILDING
Anderson, Robert H.8 Janice 04,39 7.500 700
Anderson, Robert HA Janice 04,43-81 1.000 15008 1,908
Andresen, Clifford R.& Barbara J. 14,28 30.000 18250 2,350
ftndress Faaiiy Trust, John & Lois An 33,0b 1.000 37500 48,900
Angier, Elizabeth G. 10,bS 65.000 2950
Angier, Eieline L. 32,54 3.000 40600 65,650
Angier, Frank A.S Christina H. 10,34 4.500 36950 22,850
Angier, Susan 6. 18,81 2.200 20108 1,458
Anne D. Twitchell Rev.Liv.Trst, . 15,47 21.900 1888
Arcuri, Anna J. 23,86 0.001 16000 1,300
Arcuri, Anna J. 23,27 0.600 27758 71,150
Arsenault, Francis & Aurore 87,39 0.700 14250
Asselin, Robert J. 28,02 0.700 2658
Assoc.Sportsian's Club, Luella Carpe 02,07 45.000 45150 29,358
Assoc. Sportstan's Club, Luella Carpe 82,24 26.000 85600
Assoc.Sportsian's Club, Luella Carpe 02,26 5.508 508
Athanasopoulas, Theodore & Debra B. 02,88-01 8.600 31100 46,100
Aube, Roger 04,05 8.000 4500
Aube, Roger 04,06 9.000 5050
Aube, Roger 84,17-81 2.088 1150 3,258
Auclair,Jr., Leo A.8 Deanne H. 12,45-81 2.755 22458
Auciair,Jr., Leo A.& Deanne H. 12,45-82 3.854 29500 75,408
Aukstikalnis, Jack R. S Margery E. 21,36 17.798 36600 71,350
Auperin, Jean G.a Elizabeth L. 10,33 15.800 26150 41,158
Austin, Donald S.S Harion R. 23,21 0.400 94508 41,208
Austin, Tiiothy A. 15,32 8.388 30500 29,850
Avery, Robert & Jean 42,82-98 20400 9,750
Ayers, Daniel J.& Marjorie H. 18,52 84.000 53108 16,306
Ayers, Daniel J.S Harjorie H. 18,55 17.888 35850 42,100
Baab, Henry J.& Jeanne A. 22,06 0.700 71500 55,500
Baab, Jaaes H.S Pauline «. 24,01-01 5.200 132580 76,600
Babbitz, David& Mara Ginsberg 16,21 296.088 23488
Babbitz, Steven 16,21 296.888 23488
Bagster, Richard,Beveriy;iC.Gonyou 28,39 8.348 28658 98,688
Bailey, Donald H. 11,48 16.888 800
Bailey, Donald «. 11,48-01 4.000 43758 46,550
Bailey, Donald H. 11,56 48.788 27458 52,750
Bailey, Donald H. 21,37 2.888 34586 28,450
Baker, Daniel & Elizabeth 87,81-81 9.648 35950 135,000
Baldwin, Jaies S.& Paula C. 25,12 8.268 56088 38,968
Baldwin, Jaaes S.& Paula C. 25,16 8.968 24756 43,988
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PROPERTY VftLUftTIOH
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Baldwin, Rayaond & Ruth Johnson
NAME
PROPERTY VALUATION
Hap-Lot Acres LAND BUILDING
&eardsworth, Norian lA Ruth E.
Beaton, Nark & Rosasond HcLean
Beauregard, Roderick E.& Judy E.
Beauregard, Roderick E.&Judy E.
Beavers, Thoaas & Linda
Bednar, Dean J.& Katharine Q.
Beede, Chad H.
Beers, Charles A.& Catherine R.
Beers, David A.
Bell, Robert J.& Patricia
Bellaaare, Robert E.S Ariene H.
Beiis, Daniel RA Susan K.
Beiis Trust, Daniel & Estella
Beiis Trust, Daniel & Estella
Be«is Trust, Daniel 8 Estella
Betis Trust, Daniel & Estella
Bender, Bruce D.& Lisa R.
Benik, Christopher J & Susan fl
Benik, Christopher J. & Susan H.
Beninati, Theresa
Bennett, Keith J.& Deborah J.
Bennett, Walter T.& Hargaret A.
Benson, Sally Anne Greeley
Benson, Sally Anne Greeley
Bequaert, Lucia HA Frank C.
Berard, Dennis ?A Ann L.
Berardi, Catharine N.








Berthold, Arthur J. & Eileen D.
Berube, Noraan
Berube, Noraan £A Kristen J.
Best, Paaela J.
Bill, Louise H.




Binghat, Noraan, Sylvia, & ilarc
Binghaa, Horean, Sylvia, & Hare
Bishop, Eileen LA Joe
Bishop, et al, Carl A.
Bisseli, Marilyn P.
Blair, Shayne H.
Blake, John f\A Hary E.
Bluhi, Carey {\A Nancy C.
BodMell, Jaaes A.& Sally A.
Bolles, Harry H.& Frances E.
Bonafair, fiAry Anne i Eileen Duffy
Booher, Hartin QA Cynthia E.
Borghesi, Jaaes V.
Borghetti, II, John F.
Boroski, Claire D.
Borowski, Charles & Salls,Laiduan
Bosworth, Roger & Eleanor
Boucher, Elizabeth
Boucher, Rayaond UA Elizabeth G.
Bourdon, John F.& Harie A.
Bourgeois, Robert J.
Bourgoin, Russell J.
Bourne, Jr., Uillias N.
Bouthot, Hichael J.
Boutin, Kaurice 6.& Lorena A.
Bowers, Peter J.
Bowers, Robert LA Patricia A.
Brackett, Bruce & L. Labossiere




Bratton, Rayoiond UA Jean C.
Braunagel, Ann E.
Breed, Trust, Allan P.
Brewer, Paul L.& Kyoko
Briggs, Glenn A.& Joanne
Brockelian^ Hark D.& L.A.Hitchel







Brown II, yinthrop & fl. O'Brien
Bruce, Richard H. S Mary J.
Brunetti, Patricia
Brutto, Charles H.& Jeanne
Bullard, Curtis R.& Shirley J.
Builard, Gary C. & Lynne E.
Bullock, Benjatin & Frances B.




Burke, Dustin i Shirley
Burke, Jr., Dustin & Belinda et al
Burkhardt 1997 Trust,
Burns Trust, August C.
Burns Trust, August C.
Burr is, Herbert A. & Jean P.
Burt, Randolph
Burton, Helba & Sotiris Kaailaris
Bussiere, Jo-Ann
Butler, Uilliaa D.
Butler, Jr., Edaund J.
C.R. Bard, Inc., .
C.R. Bard, Inc., .
Cabot, L.T.& J. Mariner
Cabot, L.T.i J. Mariner
Cabot, Lawrence
Cadorette, Noraan
Cady, Gloria E.& Douglas F.
Callaann, Ellen
Callaann, Ellen
Calorio, Jaaes & Roberta
Caaden, Jean
Caaaarata, Rocco i Louise D.
Caapanella, Robert & Ruth








Caouette, Andre J.& Susan J.
Caracappa, Lon
Carbone, Frank, Carolyn & T.Kanter
Cardin, Debra
Carey, Edwin 3A Edith R.
Carley, Ediund F.& Dorothy
Carlson, Kenneth U.& Iria J.
Carlson, Louis E. & Hiriai E.
Carlson, Raynond &.& Shirley G.
Carney, Charline ft.






Carter, Richard HA Carol E.
Caruso, David ft.& Kathy
Casey, Lawrence J.
Cassely, Peter I1.& Nancy D.
Castles, G.Richard & Jean G.
Cavadini, Kenneth E.& Evelyn
Cavadini, Terry & Carolyn H.
Cerrone, Salvatore & Marlene
Chaplen, Frederick & Hary ftnn
Chaplin, et al, Reed, Hinnie, Stan, Joan
Chaplin, et al, Reed, Hinnie, Stan, Joan
Chaplin, et al. Reed, Minnie, Stan, Joan
Chaplin, et al. Reed, Stan, Joanne








Chase, Sr., Howard E.& Rita Y





NAHE Hap-Lot Acres LAND BUILDING
Christensen, Dennis S.& Diane K.
Christensen et al, Dennis S.& Diane
Christie, Alan P.
Christopher, Stephen, Brenda; S.Donov
Churchill, Charles HA Glynda L.




Coburn, Gene F.& Sandra D.
Cogliano, llichael A.& Roberta
Col burn, Bruce S.& Ellen
Col burn, Rebecca
Colella, Steven V.& Jane H.
Colella, Steven V.& Jane H.
Collins, Hichael & Janet C.
Collins, Robert & Catherine
Collins, Walter E.
CONCORD SAVINGS BANK,
Connelly, David E.& Vivien
Connelly, Shirley H.
Conover, Charles K.& Sharon A.
Conte,Jr., Frank S. & Angelina N.
Conte,Jr., Frank S.& Angelina N.
Corbosiero, Guy C.& Peggy A.
Coriier, Rayiond & Yvette
CornNell, Robert J.& Diane H.
Corrette, Robert J.& Louise
Corrette, Robert J.i Louise D.
Corrette, Robert J.& Louise D.
Corrette, Robert J.& Louise D.












HAHE Hap-Lot Acres LAND BUILDING
Courteianche,Jr., Robert H. 07,07-10 4500 24,950
Craig, John E.F.i Karen fi. 32,31 0.700 35000 109,250
Craig, John E.F.& Karen H. 32,34 0.200 4500
Craaer, ftnn F.& Dennis Troutian 29,07 0.400 19500 45,500
Crawford, Rbt.S David i N. Furdon 06,47 13.000 43500 15,600
Crawford, Rbt.& David & N. Furdon 20,03 1.400 23100
Crawford, Robert C. 20,04 1.300 22950
Creed, Thoias & Anna 42,02-58 1.000 20400 18,650
Creiins,Jr., Williai J. 42,02-53 20400 11,250
Criniti, Joseph 02,14 5.500 27208
Criscuolo, Vincent P.S Harilyn J. 37,14 0.280 16000
Crocker III, Kendall & Linda 04,22-01 10.000 31650 33,450
Crocker, III, Kendall F. 04,67 5.000 76500 477,150
Cross, Thoias E. 32,02-01 0.370 13100
Croteau, Lawrence A.& Kathy A. 27,14 0.500 18750 34,150
Croteau, Leona F. 34,09-11 . 25,650
Croteau, Leonard 6. 07,07-46 5500 18,250
Croteau, Paul R. 35,27 0.180 24000 23,050
Crouch, Charles U.& Catharine B. 11,46 3.000 47250 66,800
Crowley, Francis J.« Dorothea 33,20 0.850 32000 92,300
Crowley, Lawrence J.& Gail K. 42,01-17 20400 16,850
Crutchley, Donald 0.& Barbara B 11,38 3.940 200
Crutchley, Donald 0.& Barbara B. 11,30 35.900 32350 100,500
Crutchley, Donald O.S Barbara B. 11,38-01 5.580 250
Crutchley, Donald 0.& Barbara 6. 11,38-03 4.080 200
Crutchley, Donald 0.& Barbara B. 11,39 6.600 100
Cuccinello, Lorenzo J.& Olga F. 33,04 0.500 34000 49,700
Curings, Allen H. 13,10 14.000 650
Cuaings, Richard yilliai 27,16 . 3,950
CuMings, Shirley E. 29,08 1.300 24650 67,750
Cuiings, Shirley E.& C. Welch 23,13 0.070 42500 14,850
CuMings, Walter & Elizabeth 42,01-68 20400 14,750
Cunningham, Robert A.& Cynthia 14,38 16.000 39400 58,000
Cuoio, Gene E.& Haureen K. 07,01-12 8.260 34450 123,280
Curtin, Hark A. & Susan L. 10,46 15.000 31250 77,950
Curtis Jr., Roland A.& et al 06,25 0.300 20050 4,400
Curtis, Jr., Roland A. & George Curti 06,26 2.000 25900 43,700
Curzi, Ida 42,02-49 20400 19,200
Gushing, Jeremiah H. 17,01 102.000 34250 97,700
Gushing, Jereiiah H. 17,02 19.000 1800






Cutting, Linda & Dinsiore,John
Cynewski, Edward P.& L.Tewksbury
Cyr Faiily Lit Partnership,
Cyr Fa»ily Lit Partnership,
Cyr Faiily Lit Partnership,
Cyr Faiily Lit Partnership,
Cyr Family Lat Partnership,
Cyr Faiily Lit Partnership,
Cyr Faiily Lit Partnership,
Cyr Faiily Lit Partnership,
Czekalski, Jason A. & Jacqueline
Dahl Estate, Frank ft.
Dahlgren, Jack & Ruth H.
Daigle, John F.
Daley, Daniel L.& Nary S.
Daion, Brian K.
Daion, Clayton HA Bernice R.
Daion, Clayton K.& Bernice R.
Daion, Clayton HA Bernice R.
Daion, Clayton, Bern ice, Brian
Daion, Edwin LA Phyllis B.
Daion, John RA Beverly F.
Daion, John R.& Beverly F.
Daion, John RA Harry C.
Daion, John R.& Harry C.
Daion, John R.& Harry C.
Daion, John R.& Harry C,
Daion, John R.& Harry C.
Daion, John RA Harry C.
Daion, John RA Harry C.
D*Anello, Paul & Janet L.
Daub, Nancy
Davini, Julie
Davis, Calvin R.& Laurie E.
Davis, Calvin RA Laurie E.
Davis, Derrick LA Ann H.
Davis, Dwight U. & Linnea H.
Davis, Edward ft.S Cheryl H.
Davis, Edward ft.& Cheryl H.




Davis Jr. Trust, Uillias H.
Davis Jr. Trust, Uillian H.
Davis Trust, Lucille P.
Davis Trust, Lucille P.
Davis Trust, Sandra M.
Davis, Jr., Roger P.& Joan M.
DeAngelis, Robert & Carol
Dearani, Abrahai C.& Elizabeth B.
Dearden,Jr., Joseph H.
Decatur, Thoias & Lucille
Decatur, Thoias B.& Lucille ft.
Decatur Estate, Crystal L.
Decker, Howard E.S Eleanor M.
Deegan, Robert UA Despina H.
Delaney, Joanne H.
deLongchaip, Roger & Haril/n
deLongchaap, Roger & Haril/n
Delory Estate, fiargaret H.
Deiont, narcia 1.& Gary R.
Depierrefeu, Alain Y.
Depierrefeu, Alain Y.
Derby, Paul L.& Harsha H.
Derby, Stanley E.
Derose, Barbara & Jaies Cirillo
DeSiione, Uillias S.S Elizabeth A.
Desftond, Walter F.& Nancy L.
Despres, Jaies & Gloria J.
Despres, Roger R.
Despres, Theodore O.S Harilyn




Deyo, Gary H.& Judith A.
Deyo, Jases H.
DiCeglie,Jr., Vincent J.& Donna J.
Dick, Kenneth A.& Sharon 6.
Dickenson, Kennin D.& Harsha A.
Dickie, Mark A.& Christine
Dickinson Estate, Thelia J.
Diener, Horaan E.& Ruth J.
Hap-Lot
PROPERTY VALUATION
NAME Hap-Lot Acres LAND BUILDING
Dion, Norland A.& Joan R.
PROPERTY VALUfiTIOH
NAHE
Dunton, Stanford T.i June
Dunton, Stanford T.& June
Dunton, Walter A.
Dupaul, Jaies E.& Terry L.
Dupaul, Jaies E.S Terry L.
Dussault, Joseph A.





Dyckaan, Dennis V.& Julia Y.
Earley, Thoias J.
Eddy, Henry & Nicole
EdMards, Carolyn D.
Edwards, Steven «. & Heather R.
Ellis, David B.S Beverly B.
Ells, Henry H.& Michelle C.
Englander, Irvin S.
Ernst, John H.& Doris H.
Ernst, Roger ft.
Erunski, Wayne fi.& Lois J. Kelly
Ewen-Pospisil, Paiela J.
Eyles, Alfred & Patricia
Eyles, Alfred R.S Patricia H.
Fatily Mortgage Service Corp,
Faaosi, Reynold
Fandrich, Christoph & Gerda
Farinoli Estate, Altieri
Farnu* Jr., Gregory




Favreau, Felicia & Hbt Murphy
Favreau, Francis A.& Catherine
Favreau, Robert J. 8 Marilyn
Favreau, Robert J.& Marilyn
Feldian, Bernard S.
Fernandez, Santiago & Rose




Fernandez, Santiago & Rose
Fernandez, Santiago & Rose
Fernandez, Santiago & Rose
Fey, Laurel B.
Fichtel, Thoaas U.S Dagaar
Figelski, Walter G.& Betty A.
Figiic, Robert & Joyce
Fish, Beatrice F.
Fish, Noraan M.S Pauline




Fiske,Jr., George F.& Barbara
Fiske, Jr., George F.& Barbara i1




FITZWILLIAM BAPTIST CHURCH, .
FitzMilliaa Coaaunity Church, .
FITZWILLIAM COMHUNITY CHURCH, .
FITZUILLIAH FIRE DEPT., INC.
FITZWILLIAM HISTORICAL SOCIETY, INC.
Fitzwilliaa Inn Realty, L.L.C.
Fitzwilliaa Inn Realty, L.L.C.





Flaherty, Jr., Jaaes PA Doreen
Flanders, Albert
Flanders, Albert E.& Mary L.
Fleet Bank, IRA Cust.for Don. Graf
Fleur De Lis Caap, .
Fleur De Lis Caap, .
Fleur De Lis Caap, .
Flynn, Daniel





Foden, Stanley JA Patricia E.
Foley, Alice J.







Fortin, Paul R.& Phyllis
Fournier, Francis H.S Theresa
Fournier, Jaies D.& Brenda
Fournier Trust, David E.
Fournier, Jr., Joseph R.& Deborah A.
Fournier..., Jaaes D.& Brenda
Fratpton, Edward A.
Fraipton, Edward A.
Frewert, Kevin & Susan
Friedaan, Larry & Marilyn
Fulton, David
G.A.L. Realty Trust,
G.Beals Trust, c/o Fleet Bank HA
Gagne, Kerry P.& D.Chipaan
Gagnon, Anthony R.& Eileen
Galvin,Jr., Mary J.& David L.
Gannon, Herbert & Marilyn
Gannon, Herbert U.& Marilyn E.




Garland Estate, Florence 0.
Garland Estate, Florence 0.
Gasparoni, David P.
Gatcoib, Joanna P.
Gauthier, Arthur F.& Patricia C.
Geary, Joan E.
Geary, yilliaa G.& Marianne
Gehling Residence Trust,




NAME Hap-Lot Acres LAND BUILDING
Geisler, Genevieve & Donna Allen 06,43-01 3.000 37450
George, Mabel H.L. 08,06 4.000 22150
Geriain, Gary ?A Louise ft. 06,03-02 6.100 36200
Gibbons, III, Williai H.& Jean E. 42,02-% 1.000 20400
Gill, Brian C.S Valerie T. 17,13 12.930 38600
Gillespie, Patrick T.& Karen 06,40-02 2.000 31900
Giliore, Lewis D.& flary G. 36,16 0.200 1100
Giliore, Lewis HA Hary G. 36,17 -1.000 22508
Girard, Dennis & Jaaes 26,01-02 0.300 .
Glidden, Steven & Ruth E. 10,08 2.500 34050
Goddard, Arnold & Rachael 06,20-02 7.390 35800
Goet2,Jr., Fred W. 36,01 0.300 7500
Goeti,Jr., Fred U. 36,02 0.520 43000
Going, Stephen 42,01-58 20400
Goldberg, Leonard J. 8 Velda 15,19 5.000 44300
Goodale, Richard G. 03,33 52.800 4950
Goodell, Thoaas & Heather Higgins 04,57-01 3.100 32050
Goodnow, Richard ft. 28,41 0.400 23500
Goodnow,et al, Evelyn R. 06,28 1.500 28500
Goodwin, Leon I. & Michelle J. 16,23 20.500 32800
Goodwin, Russell G. 08,05 0.500 23450
Goodwin, Wayne J.& Barbara A. 06,40-15 2.620 39700
Goodwin, II, Leon & Hichelle 16,20 13.000 33900
Goodwin, Jr., Russell 6. 08,45-04 7.700 32300
Gordon, Edward 10,28 3.800 37650
Gordon, Robert J. 15,61 43.600 52950
Gorton, J « C & J L HcBride 42,01-97 20400
Gould, Helrose A.& Kathryn 35,02 0.400 23500
Gouslin, Roger A & Linda J. 08,45-01 1.800 30850
Grab, Michael & Lola-Gene B. 31,20 1.400 39000
Grabar 2, John P. & Patricia ft. 37,10 0.540 54000
Grabauskas, Robert A. & Debra ft. 43,02-84 25400
Graf, John E. & Carol ft. 35,14 1.200 95200
Graf, Lilly H. 20,06-01 2.000 28500
Graf, Lilly Karen Ui, J Sieg 20,06 4.500 90050
Graf II, Williai ft. & Lilly H. 03,18 5.500 24850
Graf II, Williaa ft. & Lilly H. 03,19 5.000 24600
Grahai, Dorothy 30,03 10.000 61400
Grahai, Gary H.i ftlice P. 12,41-03 5.000 34450
Grant, Helen 42,01-13 20400



































Haggblad, Joseph H.& Diane K.
Hagglund, Hary L.
Hagstroi,!!!, Carl J.& Gail
HagstroSjIII, Carl J.& Gail
Hale, Benjaein
Hall, Jr., Warren S.& Avis H.
Hallett, Frances G.
Hallett, Frances 6.
Haailton, Curtis T.8 Sheila ft.
HaiBond, Earl R & Hichael J
Hancock Ho«es,Inc., .
Hancock, 11, Jates H.
Hancock, II, Jaies H.
Hancock, II, Jaies H.
Hancock, II, Jaies H.S Judith E.
Hancock, II, Jaies H.& Judith E.
Handy, Jr., Eugene & Brandylyn H.
Handy, Jr., Roy £A Shirley L.
Hanninen, John H.S Brenda L.
Hanninen, Uilliai,Rbt,John-<-ft. Wilder
Hanninen, Uilliai,Rbt,John+A. Wilder
Hannon, Jaies F.4 Myrtle E.
Hannu, Dennis D. & )1iria« J.
Hanscoi, Doris A.
Hanson, Robert UA Katherine T.
Hanson, Robert W.& Katherine T.
Hanson, Jr., Harry E.
Harford, Mary L.
Harkins, EUinor L.
Harkins, Rbt., Nancy & V.Lake
Harkins, Robert W. & Nancy L.
Harrington, Donald E.& Shirley A.
Harrington, Jr. et al, Robert N.
Harris, Deanie H.
Harrison, Jr. , Edwin J.i Beryl M.
Hawley,Jr., Harry lA Elaine G.
Hayes, Anthony R.
Haynes, Herbert Jr&C.Chaiberlain
Haynes, Nathaniel & Robin





Heald, Gary A.& Kiiberly L.
Heath, John
Heatley, Craig B.i Adrienne I"
Heglin, Danny L.& Nancy S.







Higgins, Uayne R.& Uanda E.
Hill Estate, Atle A.





Hodgtan, Francis & Hichele
Hodgian, Fred & Hary Stedaan
Hofieister, Annette 0.





Hollian, Uilliai & Joyce H.
Holian, Bertha H.
Holian, George U.
Holaan, Jaees U.& Ursula
Holian, John E. & Debbie A.
Holtan, John E.& Debbie
HoUan, John E.& Debbie A.
Holian, Richard A.& Sandra
Holian, Rosalie A.& Kathleen
Holian 1983 Trust, .











Holies, H.David & Irene E.
Holies, Walter B.
Honeycutt, Gene D. & Betty J.
Honeycutt, Marshall S Catherine J.
Hongisto, Walter E.& llodena
Hongisto Estate, Gertrude
Hooper, Matthew J. & Mary-Alice
Hope, Linda
Hopkins, Gail S., Riibach, Phil
Houpt, Freda B.
Howe, Robert & Barbara
Howell, Catherine B.
Howell, Walter A.& Barbara A.
Howell, Walter W.
Howell 1993 Revocable Trust, B. Leon
Howell 1993 Revocable Trust, B. Leon
Howell 1993 Revocable Trust, B. Leon
Howell 1993 Revocable Trust, B. Leon
Howell 1993 Revocable Trust, B. Leon
Howell 1993 Revocable Trust, B. Leon
Howell 1993 Revocable Trust, B. Leon
Hoyland, Gustave J.
Hoyland, Gustave J.& Susan
Hoyland, Gustave J.& Susan G.
Hubbard, David H.& Nancy E.
Hughes, Peter
Hull, Clifford A.& Justine L.
Hull, Richard J.
Hull, Jr. , Randy
Hunt, John B.
Hunt, John B.
Hunter, Williai R.S Betty
Hunter, Jr., Harold R.& Brenda
Huntoon, Mary E.
Hurst, David & Kathleen H
Hurst, Patrick a Kathleen H





Hyslop, Jed & Tracy
Hyslop, Jed & Tracy
Ibelle, David E.& Linda J.




Irvings, Hark L. & Susan P.
Irvings, Hark L. & Susan P.
Irvings, Hark L.& Susan P.
Irvings, Hark L.& Susan P.
Irvings, Hark L.& Susan P.
J S R Associates, c/o J. Ilg & R.Rait
Jackson, Joseph J.& Barbara
Jackson, Robert S.& Deborah D.
Jacobs, Arthur J.& Kathryn
Jacobs Estate, Francis B.
Jacobs Faiily Trust, Arthur R., Trus
JadMin, John
JadMin, John





Jessen, Robert & Jis. Hohnwald
Jobbagy,Sr., Francis & Hary
Johannsen, Danny & Jacqueline
Johannsen, Danny & Jacqueline
Johansson, Carl S.& Doris E.














Johnson, Jr., Arthur L.
Jonas Dason Realty Co.,
Jonas Daion Realty Co.,
Jonas Daaon Realty Co.,
Jonas Danon Realty Co.,
Jonas Daion Realty Co.,
Jonas Daaon Realty Co.,
Jonas Daion Realty Co.,
Jonas Dafton Realty Co.,
Jonas Daton Realty Co.,
Jonas Daaon Realty Co.,
Jones, Quentin R.& Bonnie H.
Jones, Robert T. S Susan C.
Jones, Saauel B.& Barbara L.
Jones, Saauel B.& Barbara L.
Jones, Saauel B.& Barbara L.
Joseph, Ruth H.




KftB Realty Trust, Karen Bazley, Trust
KAB Realty Trust, Karen Bazley, Trust
Kadlik, Gayle A.
Kassotis, Uayne H.& Linda A.
Kates, Jaaes 6.
Kates, Jaaes G.
Kates, Jaaes 6.& Peter
Kates, Jaaes G.S Peter
Keilig, Roger B.
Keith, tiarguerite & Bonnie H.
Kelley Revocable Trust, Uallace R.
Kelly, Donald F.& Deena H.
Kelly, Judith A.
Kelly, Paul L.& Anny F.
Kelly, Richard J.& Diana L.
Kendall, Winters H.S Alice
Kenison, Donna L.S Charles G.
Kennedy, Jaaes Revocable Trust
Kennedy, Jaaes Revocable Trust




Kennedy, Sheila Revocable Trust
Kennedy, Sheila Revocable Trust
Kennedy, Sheila Revocable Trust
Kennedy, Sheila Revocable Trust
Kennedy, Sheila Revocable Trust
Kennedy, Sheila Revocable Trust
Kennedy, Sheila Revocable Trust
Kennedy, Sheila Revocable Trust
Kennedy, Sheila Revocable Trust
Kennedy, Sheila Revocable Trust
Kennedy, Sheila Revocable Trust
Kennedy, Sheila Revocable Trust
Kennedy, Sheila Revocable Trust
Kennedy, Sheila Revocable Trust
Kenney, Harold T.& Arlene L.
Kenney, June B.
Keresey, Joseph U.S Harilyn B.
Kerrigan, et al, Joseph (Trustees)
Kesses, Joanne Lee
Kesses, Joanne Lee
Killeen, Austin J.S Anne K.
Killory, Daniel & Andrea H.
Kirby, Hegan
Kiritsy, Charles A.
Kiritsy, Charles A.& Virginia
Kiritsy, Charles A.j; Virginia
Kiritsy, Charles A.S Virginia
Kiritsy, Charles B.& Anna
Kissell, Jr., yilliaa J.
Kittredge, Philip H.& Barbara J.
Knight, Bruce & Joan
Knight, Steven A.
Knowles, Polly D.& Welsh, Robert
KnoMlton, Paul & Harie
Koegel, Harilyn
Koehler,Jr., Theodore










Hap-Lot Acres LAND BUILDING




Hackey, Jaies F.S Beatrice
HacKnight, Joanne H.
HacKnight, Joanne M.
HacLean, Michael E.& Francine G.
HacLean, Wayne A
Mageary, Michael A.
Mahler, Kenneth U.& Laura B.
Mahoney, Daniel & Cheryl
Main, Howard & Catherine
Mandra, Joseph
Manhoff, Harold D.S Mildred
Manhoff, Harold D.& Mildred
Marie E. O'Day Trust, c/o Marcia Lan




Marsden, Joseph P.& Velna J.
Marsden, Marie J.
Marshall, Richard & Joyce
Marshall, Richard L.& Claire L.
Marshia, Ronald H.& Grace S.
Harshia,Jr., Ronald S Grace
Martel, Christopher M.& Wendy
Martin, Cynthia G.
Martin, Doris C.i Joan E.
Martin, Edward C.& Sieglinde
Martin, Francis & Marie E.
Martin, Josephine P.
Martin, Levi F.& Gertrude
Martin, Randall S.& Lori Kay
Martorilli, Canine V.& Yvette
Marts, John C.& Beverly
Massin, Charles G.B.
Massin, Charles 6.B.S Susan M.
Massin, Elizabeth
Massin, Elizabeth
Mathews, Pauline J.& Dale
Mathews Trust, Dale P.
Matson, Martha L.








flattson, Edwin G.& Shirley
Hattson, Gregory A.S Lurleen M.
Mattson, Jr., Edwin 0.& Sandra
Raurer, Philip L.& Elizabeth
Maurer, Philip L.& Elizabeth
HAW Fitzwilliaa Trust, Peter S«ith,T
MAW Fitzwillia* Trust, Peter Siith,T
May, Ilinda J.
May, Ilinda J.
May, Jeffrey LA Sheila M.
May, Louise, Barry & Scott
May, Louise, Barry & Scott
May, Uilliai H.& Jo Ann M.
Mayer, Arno
Mayer Molding Corp., .
Hazaleski Trust, Edward S Lillian, Tr
Mc Ardle, Margaret A.
Mc Cann, Uilliai J.& Betty C.
Mc Closky, Richard F.& Mary P.
Mc Kenney, Robert F.& Claudia CiMa








McLaughlin, Bertraa B.& Joan B.
McLaughlin, Bertrat B.& Joan B.
McLaughlin, Bertram B.& Joan 6.
NcReel, Louis R. & Eileen H.
MEADOWOOD CNTY.AREA FIRE DEPT., .
HEADOWOOD CNTY.AREA FIRE DEPT., .
MEADOyOOD CNTY.AREA FIRE DEPT., .
HEADOyOOD CNTY.AREA FIRE DEPT., .
MEADOyOOD MEMBERSHIP, .









Hedina, Doiingo & Lucille J.
Hendeloff, Ernest H.& Kirstin
Mercier, John A.& Vicki L.
Herrifield, Erwin H.& Frigon N.E.





Hethe, Edward J. 8 Elaine
Hethe, Hark
Hethe, Hichael dA Nancy C.
Hethe, Sr., Edward 3A Elayne
Hetzger, J.Hayes S Katherine
Heyer, Eric HA Kirk D.
Heyer, Eric WA Kirk D.
Hichelson, Carl
Hichelson, Frank f\A Joan
Hichelson, Frank (\A Joan
Hichelson, Kenneth, et al
Hichelson, Wayne HA Elaine H.
Hiddleton, Elizabeth H.
flildred B. Davis Trust,
Killer, David S. & Debra J.
Hiller, John HA Elizabeth
Hiller, John D.& Elizabeth
Hiller, Hancy U.& Crlyn. Saari
Hiller, Robert P.& Donna Jean
Hillett, Barbara & K. H. Hellen
Hillett, Richard & Polly ftlden
Hills, Caieron L.& Roberta A.
Hiner, Hichael G. et al
Hiner, Regina C.





NAHE Hap-Lot Acres LAND BUILDING
fionadnock Lifetite, Products
nONADNOCK REGIONAL SCHOOL DIST, .
HONADNOCK REGIONAL SCHOOL DIST, .
Monether, Peter C.& Anita L.
Honkton, Dolores A.
Monteverde, Anthony U.& Roxanne
Horan, Thomas F.S Aaanda J.
Morey, Kenneth H.
Morey, Maureen L.
Morey, Ronald & Lecia
Morey, Ronald W.& Lecia
Morgan, Carl & Patricia
Moriarty, Francis J.
Morin, Steven M.& Hichele L.
Morrison, John D.8 Alice E.
Morse, Daniel C.
Morse, Donald RA Elizabeth A.
Mosseau, Peter & Carol A. Harvey
Houlton, Alan R.& Ellinor L.
Moulton, Donald & M. Uittenborg
Howry, Wesley IA Charlotte P.
Mroz, Williai & Beverly A.
Mulhall, Michael 0.




Mundell, Lawrence & Phyllis
Murbach, Uilliat T.S Hary C.
Murphy, Dennis M.
Murphy, Robert A.S Janice L.
Hurphy, Tiiothy P. & Sharon M.
Murphy, Williai J.« Ruth Y.
Murphy Jr., Herbert J.
Hurray, Alvin M.& Nancy
Hurray, Alvin M.& Nancy
Murray, Edward Thoias
Murray, Leo ?A Elaine
Muse, Barbara A.
Myer, Alan 6.




Narhuainti, Leslie & Paul Rhine
Nattila, Steven S.& Robyn J.
NE Power Co., c/o Prop. Tax Dept.
Nelson, Uilliaa
Nevins, Jeff & Jacqueline Judsky
New En g. Tel., & Tel. Co.
New Hampshire Acres, Inc.,
New Haipshire Acres, Inc.,
Newcofflb, Robert R.& Sandra A.
Nickerson, Ronnie A.& Lorelei A.
Nieber, Donald L.^ Fay E.
Nieaela, Hichael F.& Carol E.
Nieaela, Ralph RA Helen E.
Nieaela, Ralph R.& Helen E.
Nieaela, Ralph, Helen & Ralph J.
Nirenberg, Horris & Rita
Noble, Susan H.
Noble, Susan U.
Nolan, Hartin U.& Denise
Nolan, Robert J.
Nolan III, Katthew, Hichael Schaffer
Horby, Steven A.& David J.
Nosek,Jr., Walter 3A Frances A.
Nostrand, E. Terry
Noury, Richard FA Dorothy
Noyes Revocable Trust, Eiily T. Noye
Noyes Revocable Trust, Eiily T. Noye
Noyes Revocable Trust, Jaies Nichola
Noyes Revocable Trust, Jaaes Nichola




O'Day, John £A June Sailor










O'Neil, John T. & Caryl L.
O'Neil, Paul E.& Haureen L.
O'Neil, Paul E.& Haureen L.
O'Neil, Paul E.8 Maureen L.
Ord*iay,Jr., Thoias & Linda
Orkins, Sr., John R.
Orwell Pond, Inc. , .




Pagano, Joseph L.& Kathleen H.
Pak, Phil S. & Yong S.
ParfoAak, John HA Kyong Nan
Parison, Jaies A.& Margaret M.
Park & Sons, Inc.
Parker, Kevin & Kristina
Parker, Robert L.& Gloria J.
Parker, Thoias F.
Parker, Thoias F.& June
Parker, Thoias F.i June
Parker, Thoias F.& June
Parks, Corey S.
Parienter, David L. i Harlene H.
Parquette, Erik G. & JoAnn
Partridge, Hark L.& Bonnie J.
Pastor, Gary H. & Brenda L.
Pastor, Richard L. S Sandra fi.
Pastor, Ronald J.& Angela R.
Patch, Richard A.i Nancy J.
Patch, Robert J.S Kathleen
Patch, Robert Jr. S Herri lyn
Patten, Lise Jungshoved
Patterson, David J.
Patterson, Rufus S Kathleen
Paul, Claire
Paul, Richard C.& Alice H.
Paul, Ruth E.S Ruth D. Jobs









Pelkey, Leonard i Paiela
Pelkey, Leonard R.
Pelkey, Hichael S.
Pelkey, Reginald L.& Gloria
Pelkey, Tiaothy LA Lisa T.
Pelkey, Jr., Leonard & Paiela J.
Pelto, Alte & Rita i1.
Pelto, Richard
Pepe, Uillian & Elaine
Pepe, yillian & Elaine
Perhaa, Andrew J.& Diane K.
Perrett, Janet B.





Perry, Pamela JA Jane Currie
Petersen, Halcola H.S Shirley
Peterson, Phyllis
Petkiewicz, Louis J.& Penelope J.
Petrone, Joseph C.
Pfeil, Aiy T.
Phelps, Roger U.& Constance
Phelps, Roger U.& Constance
Phethean, Cynthia L.
Pieleski, Steven S.
Pine, Uilliaa & Patricia
Pinkerton, Norta I.
Pizer, Harry F.
Plante, Donald U.& Joyce A.
Pokorny, Joel M.& Vivianne S.
Polack, Uilliat & Hary
Pollock, David B.
Poole, Jr., Ediund C.& P.Sweeney





Nap-Lot Acres LAND BUILDING
Porter, Constance & E.Durier
Porter, Marcea L.6.
Porter, Scott & Ann Chase
Potter, Bruce RA ftletha E.
Pow, Tony & Poi Kun
Powers, John B.& Kathryn E.
Pratt, Robin A.S ilonique H.
Prentiss, George E.& Edith
Prevett, Jeanne E.
Price Faaily Lat Partnshp, c/o Calvi
Price Fatily Lit Partnsp, c/o Calvin
Priest, Audrey E.
Prigge, yilliai N.i Kirsten 0.
Proctor, Stephen 6.S Gail P.
Properties, Inc., c/o PSNH
Properties, Inc., c/o PSNH
Properties, Inc., c/o PSNH
Properties, Inc., c/o PSNH
Prunier, 6. Leith Nance et ai
Public Service, Co. of NH
Public Service, Co. of NH
Public Service, Co. of NH
Public Service, Co.of NH
Public Service, Co.of NH
Public Service, Co.of NH
Public Service, Co.of NH
Public Service, Co.of NH
Pushee, Maurice
Putney, David C S Nargaret H
Putney, David C. & Margaret H
Pyrro, Williai & Helen E.
Quesnel, Roger J.& Harriet
Quiaby, Tiaothy S.& Sandra
Quinn, John & Lora Burgoon
Quinnehtuk Co., .
Radke, Janet & Richard Laiy
Raitto, David A.Ji Helony








Raitto, Russell 6. & Dee H.
Raitto, Jr., Diane
Raitto, Jr., Dianne
Raitto, Jr., Donald S Nancy J.
Ralls, Francis L.& Patricia
Ralowicz, Stephen & Philip
Ralowicz, Stephen & Philip
Ralston, Peggy
Rantilla, Thelia
Rath burn, John K.
Ray, Donald E.& Lois G.
Ray, Donald £A Lois G.
Ray, Donald E.& Lois G.
Ray, Harry D. Jr.
Redfield, Scott J. & Kathryn 6.
Reed, Joan H.
Reed, Joan H.
Reed, Todd S Bruce Brackett
Reed, Todd H.
Reed,Sr., Ronald R.& Laura L.
Reid, David H.& Jean L.
Reid, David H.S Jean L.
Reid, Dorothy
Reid Trust, David H. S Jean L.
Reid Trust, David H. & Jean L.
Reid, Jr., David, Eliz,Rbt & U«.
Reid, Jr., David, Eliz,Rbt & Wi.
Reilly, Thosas V.
Reilly,Jr., Edward T.& ftnn-Harie
Reis, Walter H.
RELBIC REALTY TRUST,
Relbie Realty Trust, R. CarterjJ. Ha
Reynolds, Steven P.& Deborah A.
Ricard, Carla E. S Hurphy, Shannon
Rich, Arlene
Richards, Edward F
Richey, Francis R.& Hargaret E.
Ricker, Jerry lA Elinor G.
Rideg, Charles & Antoinette





Ries, Kernel! S Harriet D.
Ries, Kernell & Harriet D.
Ries Jr., Kernell G. & Harriett
Riley, John J.& Sheila i.
Riley, Jr., Burton F.4 Rary L.
Rine, Alexander L.
Ritchie, Robert B. & Susan L.
Robbitts, Uilliaa D.& Theresa
Roberts, Sharon A.
Roberts Trust, Jane y.
Roberts Trust, Kenneth D.
Robichaud, Rebecca
Robidoux, Cora L.
Robinson, Edward E.& Lauren E.
Robinson, Jane
Robinson, John & Jane
Rocha, Elizabeth A.
Rocheleau, Hartin C.& Carol Ann
Rogers, Christopher J.
Rogers, Jases t\A Eleanor J.
Rogers, Jates I1.& Eleanor J.
Rogers, Jaies I1.& Eleanor J.
Rogers, Jeffrey H.
Rolke, Susan R.




Rousseau, Paul R.& Jates B.
Roy, Hoier S.& Janet E.
Roy, Kenneth F.& Gail A.
Roy, Mildred L.
Roy, Ryan R. S Linderian, J.
Roy, Jr., Uinston & Lilly; L.Exel
Roy,Sr., Arthur C.& Joyce A.
Roye, Uendell J. & Uinston J.
Rudy, Jr., Dan 8 Debra
Rugg, Madeline D.& Thoias 1.
Rugg, Madeline D.& Thotas I.
Ruiba, George y. & Elenore M.
Ruiba, George U. & Elenore H.
84, 5&
PROPERTY VALUftTIOH
Hap-Lot Acres LAND BUILDIH6
Ruftba, Richard G.S Lynne A.
Ruirill, Robert & Deborah
Rupert, Royce HA Lorn a M.
Rupert, Royce H.& Lorna M.
Rupert, Et al, Royce H.& Lorna H.
Russell, Donald & Sherry
Russell, John ZA Josephine
Russell, Leah,c/o Raysond Russell
Russell, Leah,c/o Raymond Russell
Russell, Marion L.



















Salii, Richard T.& Hary H.
Saiiartino, Victor A.
Saiiartino, Victor A.
Saiperisi, John A.& Elizabeth Ann
Saiuels, Elizabeth V.& Uilliai 0.
Sanderson Revocable Trust, Charlotte
Sandri, John D. & Ruth H.
SantangelOfJr., Robert V.& Colony E.
Santini, Robert & Tania
Santis, Arlene B.
Santy,Sr., John D.& Sharon A.





Sargent, Jr., Ronald E.S Marion D.
Saunders, Michael J.&Hallory,Debra
Scalzulli, Louis R.& Nancy Lee





Schaidt, Kurt G.& S.Earley
Schrader, David y.
Scovel, Carl R.& Faith G.
Seppala, Arnold R.
Serino, Richard C.& Rosetta
Seyaour, Todd C. & Iva Y.
Seyaour,Sr. , Robert S.& Cynthia R.
Seyaour, Sr., Robert S.4 Cynthia R.
Shannon-Daley, Jeanne
Shaw, Karen
Shay, Howard W.& Barbara
Sheehan,Jr., Jaaes J.S Jennifer L.
Sheraan, Joan H. & H. Bartlett
SHFE CORPORATION,
Shuffleton, Dean S.& Ellen
Shuster, Karl R.i Patricia R.
Sielke, Susan & E.VanderHaegen
Silander, Herbert E.
Sillanpaa, Glenn U.& Theresa M.
Silveraan, Terry A.
Silvia, Anthony R.& Joanne
Singleton, Marion G.
Singleton, Jr. , Frederick G.S Brenda
Slavic, Rosalind & Fred
Slavic, Rosalind & Fred
Slavic, Rosalind U.
Saall, Michael, Jaaes & Patricia
Saith, Margaret A.
Saith, Oscar R.& Margaret M.
Saith, Paul J.& Kia Bourque





Siith, Ronald HA Pauline H.
Siith, Thoias Q. & Alice
Sffiith, Thoias QA Alice
Siith, Thoias QA Alice
Siith, Uilliai F. & Susan U.
Siith, Jr., Rayiond E & Phyllis R
Siith, Jr., Rayiond E 8 Phyllis R
Siith, Jr., Theodore P.& Suzanne S.
Snell, Alice E.
Snell, Alice E.
Snyder Sr., Rayiond U.& Barbara
SOCIETY FOR PROT OF NH FOREST,
Soini, Laura J.& Donald Starkey
Sokol, Thoias J.& n.Hadden
Sokol, Thoias JA H.Hadden
Songer, Keith
Spanks, Walter HA Josephine A.
Spanks, Walter HA Josephine A.
Spaulding, Elliot HA Robin L.
Spaulding, Evelyn H.
Spaulding, Evelyn H.
Spector, Sheldon A.& Karen J.
Spicer, David U & Patricia
Spicer, David U.
Spicer, David U.
Spicer, David U.& Patricia
Spicer, David UA Patricia
Spicer, Patricia L.
Squires, David H.
ST. JOSEPH CHURCH, .
St. Laurent, Christopher & Halina
St. Laurent, Christopher & Halina
St. Laurent, Christopher S Halina
St. Laurent, Lawrence & Susan
St. Laurent, Lawrence H. & Susan
Stafford, Katherine H.
Staley, George £A Justina H.
Stanley, Virginia
Stark, Daniel J.S Kathleen A.
Stark, Daniel J.& Kathleen A.
Stark, Daniel J.& Kathleen A.
Hap-Lot
PROPERTY VALUftTIOH
HAHE Hap-Lot Acres LAND BUILDING
Starkey, Carla R.& Carleton E.
Starkey, Carleton E.& Brenda
Starrett, Craig P.
Starrett, Paul D.& Patricia S.
Starrett, Paul D.S Patricia S.
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, .
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, .
STATE OF NE« HAMPSHIRE, .
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, .
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, .
State of NH, .
State of NH, .
Stedian, Mary
Steinbeck, John UA Karen M.
Steiner, Frank W.S E.Poulin
Stevens, Richard A.& Shelley R.
Stevens, Williai D.& Pauline
Stewart, Barrie & Doreen Hall










Stone, Evelyn S Dahlgren R.
Stone, Forrest lA Rachel E.
Stone, Patricia A.
Stone, Scott W.








Streeter, David S Patela
11,10
PROPERTY VALUftTIOH
NME Hap-Lot Acres LAND BUILDING
Strickland, Vera L.
Strong, Harjorie fi.S Lee G.
Stuckich, Peter, Drthy & T.Shotwell
Sturtevant, Mabel E.







Swanson, Carl i, Christine Carle
Sweeney, Hark D.
Snezey, Clarence E.& Huriel M.
Swingle, Jr., Paul J.
Sylvester, Daniel, David P.& Paul
Sylvester, Daniel, David P.& Paul
Tacy, Brian J. & Yolanda
Taddeo, Ronald Lee
Talaszek, Hargaret
Talbert, Jaaes D. & Catherine T.
Talbot, Richard
Talbot, Richard
Tardiff, Joseph £A Ruth N.
Tardiff, Joseph E.8 Ruth M.
Targett, Tiiothy T.
Tarlton, Peter W.
Tartaglia, Salvatore & Joanne
Tatro, Robert C & Ruth II
Taylor, Gary L.
Taylor, Gary L.






Terpstra, Michael D.& Kathleen
Tervin, Wallace S Roberta L.
Thackston,III, Richard H.& Andrea





he Hitchcock Clinic, .





hoaas-SoAAers, Hichelle & Leo Thoia
ho«P5on, ftllyn I1.& Robert L.
Allyn M.S Robert L.
ftllyn M.S Robert L.
Barbara L.& Michael
Eric & Hary U.
Eric & Mary U.
Gertraud E.
Ja«e& & Janet Ray-
Peter
Robert L.i Allyn M.
Todd C.
Paul ZA Susan E.
Paul E.& Susan E.
ierney,Jr. , Gerald F.8 Joyce C.
illson, Hoier S.& Dianne F.
olian, Richard D.
olton, George R.& Lynda
olton, George R.& Lynda






























Bruce & Mark Sweeney
















NAHE Hap-Lot Acres LAND BUILDING
TOWN OF FITZUILLIftH, TOWN FOREST
TOWN OF FITZWILLIftM, TOWN FOREST
TOWN OF FITZWILLIftn, TOWN FOREST












Trendell, Lance & Katina
Trinity Baptist Church of Fitz, .
Trowbridge, Marjory P.
Troy Hills, Inc.
Trueax, Bradley J.& Kathleen A.
Trueax, Clyde PA Faith H.
Tucker, Robert R.& Harlane J.
Turner, Jr., Leonard E.i Donna J.
Tuxbury, Ronald S.& Debra A.
Tuitchell, Anne D. Revoc Liv Trst




V.F.W. - LITTLE HONADNOCK POST, .
Van Blarcoft, Edward & Caraen
Van Blarcot, Edward & Caraen C.
Vandersluis, Betty A.
VanValkenburg, Brent N. & Golden, Dav
Varga Property Hanageaent,
Varney, Donald D.
Veale, Joseph A.& Hargaret B.









Wheeler, David H. & Judith E.
Wheeler, Michael R.& flarion ft.




Whipple, Williai H S Betsy H
Whipple, Jr., Henry W.
Whipple,Sr., Henry W.
Whipple, Sr., Henry W.
Whitcotb, Wendall W.S Regina A.
White, Charles & Donna
White, Dave W.& Lorraine
White, Dave UA Lorraine
White, Dave W.& Lorraine t1.
White, Edward J.




White, Thoias R.& Deborah J.
White, Virginia S.
White & Pelkey, Robert White S Ann P
Whithas, Wesley C.
Whiting, George E.& Kathryn E.
Whiting, Stephen L.




Wilder, John F.& Ann H.




Willhite, Janet fl.i Heryl 0.














Wilson, Jr., Fred A.& Nina C.
Winn, George H.& Jean C.
Wojciechowski, Charles I Sharon





Woodbrook Realty Trust, 7. Gordon & C
Woodruff, Catherine L.
Woodruff, David & Jacqueline
Wright, Kenneth ft.& Sherry
Wright, Winston A.& Jane R.
Wyftan, David K.& Nancy B.
Yablonski, John
Yantiss, Gladys F.
Yasvin, Thoias A.& Frances R.
Yasvin, Thoias A.& Frances R.
Yglesias, Luis & Abigail Elias
Yon, Althea L.
Young, Lisa A.
Young, Robert F & Carrie Lundeen
Young, Robert F & Carrie Lundeen
Young, Robert F & Carrie Lundeen
Young, Wallace H.& Irene
Zabriskie, Barbara J.
Zajack, Robert




Ziiierftan, l^uth,& Jaies & R. Ryder
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